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London, July 3, War is to be declared by Servia against Bulgaria at THE HEALTH COMMITTEE FROM THE
London, July 3. "The fig!,! for the
WROTE RESOLUTIONS TO BE IN- - Trillions." the suit in .'hieh flu. relaI'sUup for which place King Peter
COUNCIL ASSURES WATER COMand Premier Pachitch departed from
tives of the late John Murray Scott
RODUCED IN CONGRESS-OT- HER
to
this
Belgrade
morning, according
are endeavoring to have pronounced
PANY NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN
the exchange
invalid on account of alleged undue
company.
telegraph
lTNESSES TESTIFY.
TILL
BOTH SIDES
HAVE
The proclamation will state Unit SerPREinfluence, the will by which he left
via has been provoked by Bulgaria
the hulk of his fortune of $5,000,000 to
SENTED
THEIR
CASE.
to declare war.
Lady Sackville, was resumed today In
Greeks Victorious.
the probate, divorce
and admiralty
jjSfO CONGRESS TO
Salonild, July 3. The hat tie becourt.
tween the Greek and Bulgarian troops MANY QUESTIONS ASKED
EFFECT WALL STREET
As soon as the presldiL-judge, Sir
which began on Wednesday resulted
Samuel Thomas Evans, had taken his
in a complete victory for (he Greeks,
AT MEETING LAST NIGHT
seat on the bench, Lady Sackville rc
The
according to official reports.
Washington, D. C, July 3. Confirm- turned to the witness stand and under
Greek artillery silenced the Bulgarian
ation of David Lamar's claim that It direct examination by Sir Edward
The mayor and health committee
guns and the Greek infantry then
vas he who drew the congressional Pearson, her counsel, resumed her
lines at. Dnudi fiom the council met last
the
pierced
Bulgarian
account
of
with
the
the
friendship
night In tho
r
resolution under which the Stanley
The Bulgarian troops were eventual- Ucuehun block and
baronet. She said it was in the spring
with the
conferred
committee
investigated the United oi 1900 while she and the baronet were
ly driven away from the plain of
officers of tho Santa Fe Light &. Water
States teei corporation, was given to driving together that Sir John first
company.
Mayor Lopez and the full
Bulgars Lose Heavily.
the senate lobby committee today by told her of his intention to leave her
committee were present, consisting of
3.
told
He
now
Servian
his
her
that
?i,000,000.
Servia,
Belgrade,
July
Henry B. Martin, head of the
A B. Renehan, John Shoemaker and
mother was dead, and Lady Sackville
representatives of the fighting on
anti-truUoinulo
league.
had taken a great place in his life,
and
Lopez, and from tho water
the
between
Bulgarian
Tuesday
Martin's testimony, less gripping and that he was going to leave her the
Servian armies stare that the Bul oinpany C. P. Street, president, and"
pnd less startling than Lamar's yes- $1,000,000, his furniture, his houses at
garians abandoned several entire bat- Kdgar L. Street, general manager,
teries of field guns, many rifles and cud Frank Owen, local manager, weru
terday when the latter blandly told of Bagatelle, near Paris, and at Lisbon
corfidential relations with Wall Street and, indeed, all except the houses lino in attendance.
much ammunition.
leaders and his impersonations of London which he had left to his nl
One thousand Bulgarian prisoners
Mr. Renehan,
chairman of thd
congressmen was corroborati 'S and ters and brothers.
are said to have been taken by the health committee called tho meeting to
'
Servians who declare that the Bulgar cider and asked the water company
supplementary to Lamar's on several
Lady Sackville swore she never
U nts. He testified, that aftsr La.Tiar saw the will and did not know it had
ians lost S0O dead and 1SO0 wounded.
officials what matters they desired to
'Jten the steel trust investigation
been made until much later when
London Hears Report.
ttate to the committee.
he (Martin) induced K'.presen-t.Tiv- Sir John spoke of revoking it.
London, July 3. Accounts of the
President Street said that they
The witness said she and her family
Stanley to Introduce tl. lis did
lighting between the former Balkan wanted to talk to the committee, as
11
not. ti
allies in Macedonia coming from the u;e of Hie last clauses in the resoStanley that Lamar was its were referred to by the Scotts as the
suthor, but did not try to suppress the "locusts," although to her face they
various capitals of the nations con- lution passed by the council Invited
foci. He disclaimed know!)l,'.i that were charming.
cerned are conflicting.
the water company to have
Lamar had used the resolution before
She said Scott threatened to revoke
The Servians and Greeks are issu- tatives at the investigation. represen
introduction
in dealings with finan- his will on the slightest provocation
ing circumstantial reports of the de
Mr. Reuehan stated that the matter
ciers and he protested he knew nothfeat of the Bulgarian troops, while was still in a nebular stage, that the
"
Once, when she could not lunch
Impersona- with him ho said: "Very wel:, f '.''ill
ing of Lamar's telephone
the lattpr state just as emphatically
by the engineer had not
tions.
Afterward
that they are advancing toward Salon-iki- . investigation
go and change my will."
et been made, and that commlttea
Persistent questioning by the sena- however, he said, "You little rascal,
of the
which is in possession
would be glad at the proper time to
tors failed to make Martin divulge you know I would not do that."
Greeks, and at the same time against receive the evidence from the water
j
who
or
was
S.ick-vlllwhat the anti-true
whole
the.
the
league
line,
Servians along
Under cross examination La ly
company's side of the case.
He declined to give
composed it.
said she and her husband spent
Mobilization Ordered.
Asked what Mr. Phillips would take
names of members or tell of the dis- about $15,000 a year.
Bucharest, Roumanla, July 3. King
Phnvte nrrlerpd the general mobiliza up, Mr. Renehan said he would want
position of thousands of dollars he
Lady Sackville said that her friendthe company to empty (he two supply
said it had spent.
tion of the Roumanian army today.
ship with Sir John was a platonic
mas, according to official advices from
basins, he would want a lire teBt made
Edward Lauterbach, the New York one. When she first invited him to
of
Victory.
Deny Reports
Hermosillo, this making the sixth day
at the Plaza, to prove the water pres'
lawyer, who figures in David Lamar's Knole Park she did not know that he
Sofia, Bulgaria, Ju'y 3 The author
of the battle between the federals
in
of
a.ll state' hi. re and that he would like the comdenied
ities here absolutely
congressmen
was wealthy and although her father
impersonations
and the constitutionalists. The rebif
to
be
Punv
finpresent
York
representatives
menls issued in Belgrade reporting
was embarrassed It never occurred to
telephone talks with New
els asserted they were in control of
the success of the Servian troops. An they desired when the water was
anciers, was not on hand today as her to get money from him.
She
all except the central portion of the
the senate lobby committee had ex- succeeded, she said, in securing all
official statement sent out today says analyzed, or rather when samples were
city.
the Bulgarian troops repulsed the Ser- taken for analyses, so that they could
pected when it resumed taking testi- the plate belonging to Knole Park
vians and captured a number of vil take similar s:inptes too.
mony.
which was sold, except a gold tea set
on the banks of the Zatnovski
Mayor l.opez said Hint Mr. Phillips
antl a present from King George I, to the
WILL
SECRETARY
Henry B. Martin of a
lages
in Macedonia. Afterward orders had also been instructed to make an
trust league here, was called to be ex- - first duke of Dorset, which went to
river
NOT PRODUCE
A
were given to the Bulgarians to cease estimate of the cost of a water sys- jimined however, on Lamar's
America., It. , was valued at $25,000.
ment that after he had drawn ft resoand they returned (o their former Item,
fire
NEEDED
Sackville
sobbed
Lady
bitterly
lution for a congressional investiga- .when
Manager Street stated that his com- positions.
she was questioned about a let-- ! MEXICAN GENERAL OF CONSIDERtion of the United States Steel cor- ter to a friend in which
The Servians are said to have suf- I tmy had been working along definite
had said
she
N. Y., July 3. Because of AGAIN MAKE CHARGE OF "BLOODY
Albany,
fered heavy losses.
l'nes for the betterment of the system
poration, he gave the resolution to Scott was making a new will "leav- ABLE
IN REVOLU the refusal of Governor Sulzer's secPROMINENCE
and had certain plans that it was carMartin, who in turn induced RepreAT
AND
ANGLE"
had
before
he
GETTYSBURG,
to
C.
dangled
everything
retary, Chester
Piatt,
produce
sentative Stanley of Kentucky to in- ing
TION CAPTURED AND ORDERED certain executive
rying out, that had not all been
my weary eyes for ten years awayj
papers before the
THEY
troduce it in the house.
WHEN
MEET THEY ALL
The discoloration of the waX
us."
FRISCO POSTMASTER
from
comjoint
legislative
investigating
SHOT.
Martin claimed he had presented to
ter and the extermination of the algae
TO RESIGN.
DECLINES
In a torrent of rage she said it was
chairSenator
State
mittee,
Frawley,
SHAKE HANDS.
the secretary of the navy evidences a most monstrous
San Francisco, Cal., July 3. In X vcre some of the obstacles they wero
man of the committee, at the openthing for a
of frauds In armor plate contracts ed friend to
to a demand, following a
working to remedy. The company
The.
this
letter
reply
directthe
of
up.
give
ing
investigation today
and that he had given information to woman was one too who had been HUERTA WILL SEND
now
had the- - silt under control, and
,
General
from
Postmaster
S
request
to
ed
the
counsel
committee's
preother government officials regarding
CELEBRATED
She
Burleson, Arthur G. Fisk again i hoped soon to remove all of it from
the
Scotts.
about
a complaint in order that the
always
pare
talking
violations of law by the "railroad
tho reservoir. It was a question
refused to resign as postmaster
RELIEF TO GUAYMAS legislature may find out if "there is
pointed out that further on in the lettrust, coal trust, steel trust, harvest- ter she had written "I am very sorry
whether the floods would not fill the
of San Francisco. In answering
DAY
some
AS
GOVERNOR'S
can
method
which
pun-by
they
er trust and elevator trust" at a cost to lose his
a telegram from Burleson he V leservoir with silt, at some time in the
ish Mr. Piatt," Piatt was one of the
friendship, as friends are
of more than $100,000.
X future as it used to, but with the putwired:
Mexico City, Mex., July 3. Federal witnesses called when the commit- rare."
Further questioning brought out
not.
do
recoanize
the
"I
3.
right
some
was
before
ting in of the brush dam it had stoptime
witness
It
tee
method
Although
the
Pa.,
Gettysburg,
employJuly
Investigated
that Lamar in 1909 when the Wicker-sha- could compose herself. At other troops today executed General
of any one to remove me except
ped it since 1904. The removal of the
ed by Geo. W. Blake, a commissioner thousands of veterans left the unccr- who
obtained
were
great
railroad law amendments
Figueroa,
the president of Ihe United
silt had not been completed yet. and!
time sshe kept the court in tears of
designated by the governor, In his in- - lln cheel. of ca
before congress, had supplied argu,ife beWnd ani V States."
to wash the reservoir would take time,
as when she described Wal- prominence in the southern states dur- vestlgation of the. various state prls-- l
laughter,
ments and information that Martin ter Scott's actions in
S "If Mr. Fiske does not resign
ft the reservoir were empty it could
love to ing Madero's revolution against Diaz ons. Members of the legislature al-- ! B,"rted for home- - tbeir goil,s nii,de
making
presented to members. Martin thought her and in her mimicking of the ai.d was later in the army as com- - lege that the methods of the govern-- tie difference in the appearance of the S he will be removed. That was
lie done now in a month or six weeks.
such- information had led to the strik
the reply made late today by
Mr. Renehan asked If that would
persons she mentioned in the course mander of the rural guards. He was ors investigation demand an inquiry, battlefield camp today, for thousands
immunize
sections
out
to
of
the
ing
Postmaster General Burleson to
of her evidence.
solve the silt and algae difficulties.
iu Iguala de la Independen-cia- , They charge that Blake has failed to oi' others were on hand to participate
captured
railroads from prosecution.
the refusal of Postmaster Arthur
She Insisted that Scott had left his
Mr. Street stated that the water in
state of Guerrero. The news of file vouchers for a part of his draft in the exercises of governor's day.
"Did Lamar prepare the draft of the
O. Fisk, of San Francisco to re- - N the reservoir was only held for eraer- for Knole Park and not for his execution was telegraphed here on state funds. Blake followed Piatt Both sides of Confederate avenue
money
resolution for the prosecution of the her and that the
were still alive with Confederate vet- N linquish his office."
great link between from the headquarters of General as a witness.
ncies, and had only been used six
U. S. steel trust,", demanded Senator Scott and
c.r seven times in a number of years.
herself was their knowl- .Tuvenecio Robies, the federal comerans and the lines before the cook
Senator Cummins.
of art.
t nts did not seem to the cooks to
Mr. Renehan stated that the main
mander in Cuernavaca.
"It is my recollection that 1 asked edge
THE
DAY
CONGRESS.
(N
decreased
the
of the citizens was the use
have
a
an
his
took
with
inch,
although
complaint
Figueroa,
brothers,
Ha
to
Martin.
him
prepare it," said
number that has left is estimated at PROGRESSIVES TALK OF of the river water for the power plant
part in the rebellion against
added that he had no specific arrange- REPORTS RECEIVED
BY leading
above the reservoir.
the present administration.
close to 10,000. The veterans acted
Senate.
ment with any member of congress
Provisional President Huerta pur
President Street said their practice
Met at 2 p. m.
today like a lot of school boys whose
for its introduction. "This resolution
REAL ISSUES
had been to use the water that runs
poses to send from Manzanlllo two
Lobby committee heard Henry B, vacation is only a few days away.
was used in New York as a basis for
CONFERENCE
from the river to reservoir and then
boats of reinforcement for the federal Martin.
Ixng before sun up they began paradan attempted reconciliation between
t .oops fighting against the rebels in
into the settling basin.
Adjourned at 2:03 p. m. until Mon- ing the camp to the music of "The!
Edward Lauterbach and the Morgan
AT NEWCONFERENCE
Ponora. Part of the men will be dis- day.
Streels of Cairo," played on fife and PROGRESSIVE
Manager Street spoke on algae, and
firm," said Senator Cummins.
MEETING
CITIZENSHIP
CHRISTIAN
WORLDS
House.
ciiums. The paraders were hard workMartin insisted that he knew noth
patched to Guaymas and the remaindBY said that the company was contemplatTO ADDRESSES
LISTENS
PORT
Not in session; meets Saturday,
OF COMMISSION
ON er to Punta Lobo with the object of
REPORT
er? and the band had powerful lungs
HEARS
ing cementing the basin, but decided
ing of that. .
PINCHOT AND 1SID0R
Rules committee continued
work and hands, for they kept up until mess
town of Altar.
fust to attempt to remove the silt
the
Under questioning Martin testified
reaching
MORMONISM WITH ATTENDANT
on .resolutions to investigate Mulhall cull.
from the reservoir, and then take up
that the resolution was introduced in
PRESIDENT WILSON- the cementing matter.
One of the events of the day was the
charges.
No Fight Yet.
the house in practically the form he
'
and Lamar agreed upon.
Mayor Lopez asked what caused the
El Paso, Texas, July 3. No effort is
charge ,of the survivors of Pickett'B
NISBET GAINS TWO
It. I., July ;!. "Conserva- - red bugs that appeared in the watef
"Did you tell Representative Stand.'vision on the "bloody angle" held
command-eNewport,
made
the
federal
being
by
VOTES ON RECOUNT. r; the remnants of the Philadelphia ;tion" and social and industrial justice at. certain seasons.
Portland, Oregon, July 3. The
In Juarez to retake the towns of
ley who finally Introduced the resoluWorld's Christian Citizenship confer- San
celled by the party leaders
tion that Lamar had prepared it?"
President Street said that they were
and
brigade.
Ignacio
Guadalupe, captured
ence meeting in sections this mornDenver, Colo.. July 3. Alexander
"I don't think so."
i't:e to the algae, or water grass, and
Under the hot sun the men in graylucts of Progressiveism, were
rebels of
the
by
yesterday
morning
"Did you try to suppress that fact?" ing considered immigration, Sabbath Torlbio Ortega's command. The reb- Nisbet gained two votes as the net reacross the field that has not cussed at the closing exercises this that cementing the basin would preobservance and mormonism.
"Not in the least."
vent, the discoloration of the water
els have established headquarters at sult of the recount of ballots for elec- reen anything more warlike than a afternoon by Gifford Pinchot.
The report of the commission on Guadalupe which is
Washington, D. C, July 3. The
f.oin algae. Mr. Street then said that
just 40 miles from tion commissioner at this morning's Liack snake in 50 years, up to the; "The Progressive program. he said
F.
O.
Prof.
na-by
committee wanted to know what Mar- Mormonism, presented
the company was not quite clear re- Juarez, and announce their intention session of the Hamilton Armstrong v alls that form the angle. The "tfie "demands that the benefits of our
tin knew about lobbies in Washingt- Davis of New Richmond, Wis., urged of holding the place until Pancho Villa contest case. Nisbet's lead now is 45. my ' in blue was waiting with weapons turai weanii snail ae equuny umi.ii-- , truing tne action or tne council,
a
made
that the federal authorities
on'.
arrives with his force to attack the
Mr. Renehan then explained
that
ready and when they met across the br ted to all citizens. This is not now
He declared that when Chairman thorough investigation of the Mor- border town jfrom the wetet, when
case. Partly because of fraud, the action of the council was solely
the
shook hands.
Afterwards
wall
they
Lovett of the Union Pacific board and mon church and that the church be they will move in and attack from the X REV. J. GRATTAN MYTHEN
they looked over the ground for the partly because of crime, but mainly due to public agitation of the subject,
Paul D. Cravath of counsel had been forbidden the use of the mails be- east. Ortega now has 700 men with
WILL SPEAK TOMORROW.
sile for a $250,000 monument they because of our mistakes in national; and that there was no desire on the
of
cause
circulation
the
of
alleged
of
Justice to disto the department
him. In capturing both Guadalupe and
policy, which have placed the bulk or part of the council to persecute the
hope to have congress erect, there.
cuss the Union Pacific dissolution with treasonable and seditious utterances San Ignacio, both of which towns are It Rev. J. G rattan Mythen will
nation's wealth In private hands water company, nor had the council
our
Governor's
for
called
speeches
Day
further
on the
line, Uio reb V speak tomorrow morning iu ihe S from state executives, Teuer of Peiiu- - for a nominal price."
Attorney General McReynolds they and literature. The report or
finned any opinion that was final rerefuse els lost only one man killed and none X
had "lobbied" the department. A.. C. urged that congress unseat
with the older par- - garding the condition of the system,
the
of
No
plaza,
and'
of
compromise
succeeding
reading
McCreary,
Kentucky,
Dinkey of the Carnegie Steel com- to seat any person guilty of polyga- wounded. They claim to have killed S the Declaration of Independence, X Pulzer, of New York.
ties but a straight Progressive pro- - tut had ordered an investigation, as
pany, Vice President Johnson of the mous practices or who paid "supreme 17 federals, 11 at San Ignacio and six
and
will
addres
of
be
that
the
has
on
Provision
been
made
by public
tho; gram predicated on social justice fav- along the lines indicated
Bethlehem Steel company and Vice temperal allegiance to church lead- at Guadalupe.
nor labor was the sentiment. That the council had taken
neither
much interest is recognized by
with
the
gover-icrinand
capital
platform
generals
be
should
ers"
Mid
and
Utah
that
brought The flight of Juarez residents to El
Sale
President Petrie of the
Mr.
all who know him in Santa Fe.
Straus. rc action against the water company
Marshall and 'keynote of the address by
ir.ors for
Steel company had been in Washing- under direct jurisdiction of the Unit Paso has temporarily stopped, the
He said a great Injustice had becM t cr was it unfriendly, but had merely
The subject will be "The New
tl,e big congressional delegation from
ton in March lobbying for armor ed States by constitutional - amend- citizens of the town evidently believPatriotism." Since his residence
done and a damaging precedent estab- this investigation by a comWashington.
ment.
ing that they will have time enough
plate contracts, Martin declared.
V1
in
Mr.
has
lished when President Wilson signed petent engineer.
of
All
Baltimore,
W.
B.
of
victims
the
of
Mythen
Henry,
Rev. F. M. Wilson of Philadelphia, to get out after Villa appears within
"An active part of that lobby is the
been an active and forceful figure XI Philadelphia, who ran amuch in the the sundry civil bill making it impos'
Alderman Lopez asked the officials
presided over the immigration confer- firing distance.
navy league," he added.
V lu the important events of the
ot
for
sible
room
a
any
of
part
last
vhere
Balappropriation
th$
they got the water to run the
hotel
e
ence.
D.
dining
of
Ph.
Walter
Gettysburg
and
have
Herbert
been
Laidlaw,
J. P. Morgan, Jr.,
Hospital arrangements
X day, and upon the pressing condi- l'ieht are renorted todav to be doing foi the enforcement of the Sherman lant with.
of Morgan and company, he timore, chairman of the commission, made jointly by the military authorit
act to be used in the prose-leos- t Manager Street said that they got
named as interested in the navy made the report. The addresses were ties at Fort Bliss and the Red Cross X tions touching our industrial and X v ell. Charles Ensor, who received the
if from the river where it runs inta
dangerous wounds, is not out ofjeution of farmers associations or
by Dr. Rossi of Italy; Prof. Bern Stoy-le- chapter of El Paso, to care for any X social conditions, no one is bet- X
league.
X
the upper basin and then into the
but the doctors say there is tor unions.
of Christiana, Norway; Dr. S. persons wounded in El Paso or any X ter qualified to speak.
"The result of their lobbying has
"Any law," he said, "which lessens Cwer basin.
resulted in the United States pay-In- s Motoda, Tokio, Japan-- , Dr. Wm. Hay, wounded which may cross to El Paso X People of Santa Fe, generally, X little likelihood of his death unless
Mr. Renehan said that another critt- the power of the government in favor
hundreds of millions for obsolete New Zealand, and Pyong K. Yoon, from the fight. The Red Cross offered X will be glad to listen to Mr. X complications arise
in
favor
X
Sr
will
X
labor
as
of
and
doubtless
he
jcism
Korea.
men
that had been made of the com
and
the
Marcare
Seven
were
Mythen
cross
in
for
the
into
capital,
Seoul,
to
said
stabbed
Juarez
against
ships and useless armor",
The conference on Sabbath observ wounded on the battlefield, but the X speak to a large assemblage of X dining room of the Gettysburg hoteT, of labor as against capital is unjust p:ny was that the water should ba
tin.
At the close of Martin's testimony ance heard the report of its commis offer was declined by the Mexican of- - X our citizens on this national holi- - Xjas a result of a fight which started; to both and when discrimination is stored for irrigation.
X day, devoted to partiotism and to X when several men aroused the anger made in favor of the one it will n&t
President Street explained that tho
the committee took a recess until sion presented by Dr. Albert T. If.cials.
X the consideration of today's 1m- - X of a veteran in blue, by
Still Fighting at Guaymas.
Lin- - belong before this will be used as a rebervoir had been emptied at a time
4:30 p. m. when G. Harold Powell of Moore, of Toronto, Canada, and an
abusing
X
Douglas, Ariz., July 3. Fighting X portant problems.
precedent for discrimination againsS
tne California fruit urowers ussucm- - ddress was delivered by Dr. James
i enwick Wylie, Beaver
was resumed this morning at Guay- X XX X X X X X XX X
tie other."
Falls, Pa.
(Continued on page eight).
tion will be examined.
(Contluued on page (our).
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Weil-Know-

Santa Fe People

Tell It So Plainly.
When public endorsement la made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Po, the proof is positive. Yon must
believe it. Head this testimony. Every sufferer of kidney backache, every man, woman or child with, kidney trouble will do well to read the
following:
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I suffered
off and on for several months from
backache and pains across my loins.
Mornings when I tried to sweep out
the store, my back bothered me so
much that often I had to sit down.
The trouble got to be constant and no
matter what I did, my back hurt me.
finally began UHing Doan's Kidney
Pills and I soon found out that they
were what 1 needed. A box and a
half cured me. 1 am just as enthusiastic in my praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills now, ns I was when 1 first recommended them several years ago."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-JlllburBuffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's audi

PROGRESSIVES The Perfect Baby
Of The Future

THE

ARE

ACTIVE

y

A Simple Method That Hai a Wonderful
Influence upon The Future Infant.

mii.-an not be said for ft won.lerfnt
tfrnwly. familiar to many women as Mother's
Frlenil.
It Is mora eloquent In Its action than all

Tim

THE

PARTY

ANSWER TO

IN

MISSOURI

WOULD-B-

PENNSYLVANIA

E

GIVES PLAIN

AMALGAMATORS
MOOSERS

BUSY,

TOO.

Missouri Progressives gave their
answer to the amalgamators a

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

RESOLVED

few-day-

WE

conago by holding a state-wid- e
ference in St. Louis. Every congres-

sional district in the state was represented when State Chairman Ellis
called the meeting together. The general conference was preceded by a the hprilth roles pwr InM down for the (toldflnee
It Is an external applie. .rtiint mother.
very largely attended meeting of the of
cation that apreailM Itt Influence niiou all tutf
There was a total cords,
state committee.
muscles. lit'araentH and tenduuH that nilmlla Into play; they expand Kraceftilly
absence of "get together" sentiment ture
with" it. pain, without strain, anil thus leave
ami In Joyful anticipation or
and not a man in tliu crowd would list- the mind
of all womanly amhitlou.
the
Mr.
Ellis
talk.
to
en
nniat therefore lie considered
Mother's
amalgamatoin
tlv a must important Inriuenee upon the
SB dincaid he had a stack of let ters from all char:..
and disposition of the future
It in a conceded Tact that, with nausea,
over the state more than two feet high
la
pain, i.'Tvousness und dread banished, there
of healthy energy
from men who reported that they had Mored up "uch an almndauee
or
- the lilKlnwt
ideals
la'itmInto
aa
iirlng
enlisted for the entire war and felt thoseto who
fondly Uieorize on the rules that
the perfect tialiy.
the first Insure V cumins of
by
encouraged
greatly
Mm!
Friend can lie had lit any drugirlst
take 110 other.
one
skirmish. Mr. Kllis, iu explaining the gt fl.i o a hottle, ami It la unquestionably
of those rt'inodies that always has a place among
purpose of the meeting, called atten the eliet hiHl few In tbe medicine cabinet.
Mother'a Friend is prepared by the Hradneld
tion to the fact that the standpatters neinilalor
)
GETS HIS DEGREE
Co., 139 Ijaniar Bid?., Atlanta,
family doctor.
are greatly puzzled by this Progres- after 'he formula ofu a notedInstructive
lunik to
very
Write "them for
YEARS sive activity.
AFTER
Kill
See that your Uniaxial
mothers.
tmpi'Lv you with Mother'! Friend,
"I have been asked several times,
Ann Arbor, Mich., July 3. In June he said, "why this meeting was called.
he fclory enough for us all. We are in
1884, Matthew Clapp of Cleveland O., The
politicians can't under- the midst of an
upward struggle for
in
the
work
his
engineer stand a political meeting when there
completed
ing department of the University of if. no pie to cut. We are here simply the mass of humanity. We most need
wire heads, pure hearts and unselfish-iif-sMichigan, except the thesis.
as a school of political efficiency. We
In our leaders.
A contest must
Then he got an offer of a job. Mr. want to talk over how we can push
like yours are
them.
Meetings
develop
but
the
his
wanted
diploma,
Clapp
our splendid
progagundu and the
in their growth."
"No
inspirations
of the university said:
stands
the
party
Progressvie
things
A number of members were elected
Clapp took the for more efficiently."
thesis, no diploma."
to
the executive committee and rules
job, and let the thesis go hang.
comers
far
the
man
from
Man after
That was 21 years ago, and now that of the state reported li is district in for the government of the party wern
the gray is coming into his hair about
condition and prophesied better framed.
the temples, Mr. Clapp finds himself good
in the next campaign than in
results
one of the foremost engineers in Ohio, the last. Walter P.
Brown, of Ohio, BOY DROWNS IN
but without a diploma.
of the committee on organizchairman
conto
Now the regents are willing
MOTHER'S SIGHT
of the Progressive national comcede that the accomplishments of Mr. ation,
sesafternoon
addressed
the
mittee,
are of more
Clapp in engineering
He told of the1
Lnesville, Mich., July ;t. In plain
value to the thousands that, have bene- sion of the conference.
work now going on sirlit of his mother who stood on the
fited through his work, and therefore, organization
to his university than his thesis would throughout the country and urged the deck unable to aid him,
have been, and they have decided to Progressives of Missouri to form clubs Sugars, aged 19 years, of Woodlawn
in each county and to keep up an ac- avenue,
Leesville, threw up both
trive him his degree.
Mr. Clapp will tive fight. He also explained the plan linds as he swam in the waters off
So next Thursday
valk up the aisle of Hill auditorium of club organization recommended by Sugar Island, and sank from sight.
Two companions who were with him
State Chairand receive his diploma with nearly the national committee.
made
and
man
others
Ellis
speeches nt the time, Charles Petts, a cousin,
were
who
a thousand other "seniors,"
unborn when young Clapp decided to outlining the work to be done and call- of Leesville, and Ralph McAllister, of
hearing his cries for help
take his job and let the regents keep ing for subscriptions to carry it on. Detroit,
am towards him and tried to bring
Funds were raised to continue the
their diploma.
h'ni ashore; but Sugars, In his death
Mr. Clapp will receive the degree. work for the next eighteen months.
of the struggles grasped bis friend, and it
The executive committee
"Bachelor of Science In Civil Enand a line will follow, Progressive party of Pennsylvania was only because of Pett's strength,
gineering,"
which will say, "As of the class of met in Scranton on the afternoon of who is an athlete, that he was able
1S84."
June 20. The meeting was followed to save himself.
The boys had played a game of base
Ly a banquet that evening, attended by
on the island, having gone there
about 500 Progressives from all parts ball
to attend
a picnic given by the
POLICE CALLED
of the state.
Prominent workers of Leesville
School class. They
Sunday
Gifford
TO ARREST BEES the party present included
Burwere warned by
Pinchot, Congressman M. Clyde Kelly, rows of the island Superintendent
not to go into deep
Phll-of
Thomas
of
Robins,
Braddock;
I Detroit, July 3. Bees to the number
water.
delphia; State Senator John T. Murof 5,000 swarmed about the residence
Sugars as he rose to the surface was
Bar-raiProfessor
of
.Philadelphia:
heard to shout to his companions that
of a prominent Detroit society matron phy,
of Yale University, and Mary he was In trouble. They tried to inwhereupon the said matron called for
Ware Bennett, national secretary of duce him to reach a small dock not
the police.
Women's Suffrage league. Let- far from the main one.
Patrolman Henrv Hodgson was sent the
from Colonel
The mother who ran frantically up
nut hv his caDtain to charge the bees. ters of regret were read
former Senator William and down the dock was restrained by
Roosevelt,
the
hostili
scene
of
the
at
He arrived
Wilother spectators from jumping into
ties full of ardor, looked over the sit- Flinn, of Pittsburgh, and Dean
uation and departed with a firm de- liam Draper Lewis, of the University the river and trying to rescue her boy.
Two dragnets were spread in tbe hope
termination to call the fire depart- ot Pennsylvania.
The meeting of the executive com of recovering the body.
ment.
Vnr all about the house of this so mittee waB devoted chiefly to work In
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
Every preparation for the state campaign. In
ciety matron bees swarmed.
bee in the swarm carried a sting. T he addtion to this a memorial to congress with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
patrolman, who is brave as any police- v.as prepared asking for an Investiga Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
man, after hearing the buzz, was mak tion into the case of the Scranton
This was a disease, and in order to cure it you
ing many tracks fo." far and distant
must take internal remedies.
points beyond when he suddenly re- strong Progressive paper and was a
Its owner, Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internmembered that Sergeant H. A. R. good prosperous concern.
Clark, of the Vinewood avenue sta Robert D. Towne, however, in extend ally, and acts directly upon the blood
tion, was a bee expert.
ing his business, has Incurred financial and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
The .sereeant was Bummoned hur obligations which were held by reac- Cure is not a quack medicine. It was
one of the best physiriedly from bed, and. coming forth,. tionaries. It appears that" immediate prescribed by
cians in this country for years and is
spoke to the bees. At least the ser-t- payment of these obligations was de
did Bomethine to the bees that manded at a time when Mr. Towne a regular prescription. It is composed
For at a was not able to meet them at once of the best tonics known, combined
caused them to behave.
word from this officer all of them
despite the fact that the paper was with the best blood purifiers, acting
Where 1hev went is a exceedingly prosperous.
me- directly on the mucous surfaces. The
The
mystery, but there are those who are morial adopted by the executive com- perfect combination of the two Ingredmean enough to state that with his mittee calls this action "a concrete il- ients is what produces such wondermaclc power the sergeant induced the lustration of abuse of credit" and asks ful results in curing catarrh. Send for
bees to go to his own beehive.
congress to investigate "instances ot testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
the intimidation of newspapers and at
Toledo, Ohio.
to
coerce
editorial
opinion
tempts
A RATTLESNAKE
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
through financial pressure."
Take Hall's Family Pills for
CAUSES PANIC
Since the Scranton meeting, Con
IN THEATER gressman Kelly has presented this
memorial to the house. A lively
was precipitated and it is obDetroit, July 3. This is the story of vious
that there will be a big row beInan
of
Princess Indita, daughter
fore
matter is thrashed out. The
the
has
snakes.
had
who
and
dian chief,
in the house
Republicans
standpat
The princess came to the Oayety
went to the front at once in defense
. . .
theater, to rehearse an act which has
to do principally with the charming of those accused by the memorial.
of snakes. The princess is careless tending to confirm the allegation that
There might be a modern verwith her belongings and during the re- the disaster to the Scranton paper was
sion of that old adage to the efhearsal one of the roptUes, tiring of forced for political reasons.
fect that, "A penny spent in
Colonel Roosevelt's letters of regret
wandered
about the
confinement,
time will often save a dime."
to
was
chief
in
tribute
a
part striking
theater.
.
Nowhere Is the truth of thii
Now, on the stage were many of the the former owner of the TribuneJte-publicanrevised adage more easily demchorus girls, who, diessed for warm
onstrated than in the proper use
"You have been punished," he wrote,
weather, were having a rehearsal. Beof the best newspapers of the
fore them, the stage manager panting "I ecause the great privileged interests
in the heat, offered suggestions. Down iu business and in politics recognized
day.
below, the pianist and the leader of a menace in your courage and integj
If you are planning a trip, if
the orchestra were doing valiant duty. rity and common sense. The bosses
wish to go to a theatre, a
you
a
Suddenly the piano player struck
and the great powers of finance which
lecture, to church, If you need
key which gave forth no response-Agai- are standing behind the bosses are a
to buy practically any article of
he struck it and a rattle was unit in endeavoring to crush out the
ordinary use, spend your copheard. Opening the top of the piano independent
press, for their best
pers for a good newspaper and
he looked in. Right away he did a chance lies in smothering all honest
turn to the advertising columns
back hurdle over the two front seats, opinion, all truthful
of
representation
for the latest information on
and the fiddler, who Is also orchestra the. facts as
they are."
the subject you have In mind.
laeder, after sizing up the situation,
was
Senator Flinn explained that he
Make a practice of doing this
did likewise.
from attending only by the
and you will find that you save
In the piano was the snake and he prevented
of his physician.
was evidently peeved at the music, crders
yourself both time and trouble
'There is less reason now," he
and that, many a dime that
because he stuck his tongue out at the
to
to
"for
our
the
call
wrote,
listening
pianist. The chorus .ladies indulged
might have been, wasted has
in a panic and did a stampede that go back into the Republican party
been saved or spent in
either
could not be put to dance music. Then than there was last year. The session
such a way that you have attaincame the princess and the snake was oi the Pennsylvania legislature ad
ed the maximum of value from
monishes us that we should go on with
placed back In durance.
It.
our work. The pitiful spectacle of the
Heedless
wastes
is
senate and the record it
spending
making
more money than willful extravEvery Woman shows us that we should keep clear
lt interested and should
cl the Republican party and clear of
agance.
know about tbe wonderful
ary thing that indicates Penrose leadIn justice to yourself, you
Marvel J"
ership. We must not be actuated by
must keep in touch with what It
isoucne selfish
motives and must feel that we
In the market
Buy a newspawill be well repaid when we give to
and save your dimes by
per
Ask vourdrowftstfi
and chtldhooj
mankind, womankind
H. If he cannot mn
reading the advertisements regot tbe state that which they should
tlv the MARVEl
ularly.
accept no other, butl
have. The lifting up of Pennsylvania
endstamproroook.
out of the list of low grade states will
1
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FISHIKCJ FOR
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(TOOD VALVES, if,
YOU ARE HSHJNtf foR.

finol) BARCJAIN5 W

have what You Want. pjg

cure-fre-

1. 1'

Renora-tio-

i

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

1913'

29

eiian-tiui-

ftpCUaiwr-

-

IF YOU ARE FISHING AROUND FOR RELIABLE HARDWARE JL
SFF IP WE CAN'T SHOW YOU JUST THE VEr

rrMC Tf its

inn

KIND YOU WANT. OH; WE ARE CONFIDENT WE KNOW WHAT Oufe
TO GETTING YOUR
CUSTOMERS DESIRE; AND WHEN IT COMES
MONEY'S WORTH IN QUALITY AS WELL AS QUANTITY. WE CAN
CIVE YOU THAT, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT WILL MAKE A FRIEND
LESS
AND CUSTOMER OF YOU. WE CAN'T AFFORD TO GIVE YOU
THAN YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.

COMPANY.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

old-tim- e

PHONE U

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

s

Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

104 DON

ST HUGS

OW SUMME
TO

EASTFRN POINTS VIA

Central and

New Mexico

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

Paso

EI

&

Southwestern.

N. M., AND RETURN,

$12.10.

The

East

Best
Route

or

'

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R.SANTAJFE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P- - & S., EL PASO, TEX.

a

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

iNEW MEXICO

lip

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Peco
V alley., 700 feet above sealevel,
aucshlne every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire
Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
15. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
p For particulars and Illustrated catagne, address,

j.

C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Sopt.

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
Pueblo

.

.

.

CoPdo Springs

$16.35
18.15

St. Louis

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

21.10

Chicago

SaU0Ldeeat5'
St. Paul. . . 51.85

Buffalo

.

Denver,

On

.

.

Sale June

Detroit

$47.35
51.85
62.85

66.45
New York City 78.85

1st

to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nombers,

ii-i7-

.

Day or Night Phone, 1J0 Main.
Next Door to Postoff ice.
:

light

I

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS, Electricity

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the kyta Is very much to be

desired.

POWER

l,

N'

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Tribune-Republica-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

,

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Jr

oal

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

& S. F. Railroad Depot

T- -

e

" A Stitch in
"
Time.

jliSlk

J.RRHOADS

B. P. O. E.

NOVELTY WORKS.
104
104
Galisteo Street

GRAND

CONVENTION

Makes Fly Screens that fit.
Porch Screens giving comfort.
Step Ladders that last.
Fly Traps that
your Furniture right.
catch-Repair-

ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

July 7th to 12th.

frQ

CC
RATE FROM
SANTA FE, ipOO.OO
Dates of Sale, July J, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from
date of sale, within which time
point must be

s

Upholsters.
In fact, does this and and many more
things in exchange for real money.

original starting
reached. Low rates from all
other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

::

SANTA FE, N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.

TERMS CA5H.

Santa Fe,

,NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

u

New Mexico

.

aujg

u&fc 3j
jEI)JflrJ"!"?

fl.
UaM with few ot
detirtd.
many Boole Units
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever mad.
ffifttlll'
Roomy, convenient attrac-tive. We want to show you
its advantage! and posti- - P
bilitiea. Gwtttcotpbanr
ui about it. ,
j

A Dak

.

00,

Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
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jHpr".
"
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THURSDAY, JULY

3, 1913.

SANTA

Indians and Indian dances will lie
Athletic contests of all kinds at the
feature at the Fourth of July big Fourth of July celebration at Santa Fe, watch for small bills.
celebration at Santa Fe.

i

PAGE THREB

NEW MEXICAN

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

a big

WEATHER

SEVEN-ElfiBT-m-

NE

HEV-VER-M-

llffvlf

IND

how-ifve-

r,

sent-jteti--

d

,.

the

of

recent-improvements-

(ACrtinRliefforJ'pverlBhllN,
II
onnliiMuion,
cluclie.
Slouinrli
Trc.uM,., n t o
r
W " " r r..r .a!,d nT.illiln,
........i..
iini
nlri.
iirvnrrnu
in St h,,.in At nil

...
Juno miner wont bank on (his
.
inramTO
Don (accept Kiwni,l
mill KUFK ",iilr,
"hun) of Miiishino" Idea which is bnig-gi-A. S. OLMSTED, L
substitute
n,
Roy. N.Ik
about no much in this section,
but not enough to hurt. Think,
? degrees on the 2iith, anil the loweBt
of the splendid showers
degrees on the nth. Tho greatest
throughout tho month, which ic'iiily range hetween the high and low
.,
'Kept tho weather ideallv cool and i..arU
II.,. .,I.il.
pleasant, and insured splendid crop j !,,. tliere was Hi) degrees between
and rane;e conditions throughout the ,,.
P8, t,ln(.nilrn nn,r ti.
state.
considered 71 i"'rleit.
'I'he least rinilv r.'ins'o unu ton
cent, or possible sunshine iind 4.2li
degrees on the 10th. The highest point
inches of rain Is not such n had
er readied by the mercury in Jims
even if the month of May
the weather man has been
since
jciid have S2 per cent and June for the
conditions here was !)2 de- pust 2 j years averaged 7!).i; ner cent' watching
giees In ISM. Hie lowest point dur-- j
of possible, sunshine,
inj.-- the same period was 33
degrees In
Putting- it in figure the story fs as 1n77.
The average temperature for
II was possible for the nun
follows:
to shine 437 hours in Santa in Hie 'he month was J3 degrees and tho
month just passed. Jn truth. Uiere :tcrago for June for 41. years is CC.2.
Tliere was considerable wind during
were .'ins hours in which 11 did shine,
the month, the total movement being"
71
cent.
On
almost
live
per
jor
days
J ue
nearest velocity
of the month, the sun shone loo per-i- ' J"' n,IU?Bor every minute between sunup ' ,!;inod W!ls 42 mi,es an Ilour on 018
and sundown. On 11 days tliere was!101'1. There were two hail storms dur.
tllu monlh, on the 11th and the
75 per cent or more of sunshine and SO i'1
tier cent or more was recorded on
2f, out of the 30 days of the month.!
There was one gloomy day during the
The agonizing discomfort and sensa
month, when the sun shone onlv 5 of suffocation that accompany hay
per cent of the day The 2Sth was fever and asthma may be greatly alalso cloudy, with only 20 per cent of leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has a soothsunshine.
As for the June rainfall, that broke ing effect, on the mucus linings, and
all records. During the month 4.20 relieves the gasping and tickling seninches of precipitation were recorded. sation In the throat and bronchial
The Capital Pharmacy.
tin excess of 3.22 inches
over the tul)f1J
average rainfall for .Tune for tho past
11
years . June's record was also 0.39
It will not pay you to wacte your
of an Inch more than the most that time writing out your legal
form
ever fell in any June previously for when you can get them
prlnt-already
11
years. The high mark until the ea at the New Mexican Printing cor
past month was 3.S7 inches in 190: pany.
and on only three other occasions in
tho past. 41 years lias more than 2
Hand concert, morning and after- inches of rain fallen during June.
noon,
July 4 th at Santa Fe.
ten
on
fell
Heavy showers
days during
the month and there was a trace of
DON'T use a cough medicine con- rain on six other days. The most rain
or morphine. They con
during 24 hours was on the 28th when raining opium
stipate the bowels and do not cure,
1.24 inches fell.
stifle the couga.
Examine the
The temperature during the month only
label and if the medicine contains
v.as 3.4 degrees below the normal for these harmful opiates refuse it. FolJuno during the past 41 years, which ey's Honey and Tar Compound conis accounted by the rains and cloudy tains no opiates, is healing and sooth
days. Tho highest point reached was ing. The Capital Pharmacy.

which have determined

are the principles

MOTHER CRAY'S'
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,

FOR JUNE

Automatic Principles
all

U

Remington
Typewriter
Take, for
that latest

Kvi-ythiii-

example,

exclusive Remington improvement, the
TABULATOR SET KEY

j

j

j

Or

g3

at-ce-

-

e

USE

The Set Key of the Decim! Tabulator eliminates all hand
setting of the
Tabulator stops. It makes the setting of these stops for any kind of form or tabular work as quick, as easy and as simple as the operation of the Tabulator itself.

This is another important, labor saving step toward the goal of Remington
effort, which is to bring every essential act in the operation of the typewriter within the compass of the keyboard. The labor saving value of the
Set Key of the Model 1 1 Remington is attested by thousands of operators.
Send for our illustrated booklet describing the

new and exclusive features of the Remington
Typewriter Visible Models 10 and II.

Remington Typewriter
Company
(Incorporated)

VHErt BABY HAS C0UC

1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

GETTYSBURG
L. A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

J.

R.

Secretary.

Manager

15,000

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

EDITOR'S NOTE Herewith is tho
story ot the third and concluding day's
battle at Gettysburg by a military expert. Neither army was driven from
ma neiu, nui ueitysourg was a union
victory, because Lee abandoned his invasion of the north and retreated.)

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

from the top of tho inner works and

the men in gray and blue mingled in
a
death struggle.
Slowly, very slowly so desperately
fought these charging southerners
the blue line prevailed. The confederate line gave way and then rushed
back in a pell mell retreat. And' the
batlje of Gettysburg was won by the
hand-to-han-

GREAT CHARGE LEE
RETREATS.
By A Military Expert.
At dawn tho guns from Culp's Hill
and adjacent eminences thundered
the beginning of the third day of bat
tle.
The cannon was trained on the position the confederates had occupied the
night before. The artillery had been
hastily assembled during the night to

union forces.
The charge of Pickett was the last
effort of Lee.
The next day both armies rested,
exhausted from the three days of ter
rific struggle.
The night of the 4th
Lee commenced his retreat and crossed the Potomac on the ICth.
During the three days at Gettysburg
4C,(KI2 men wore killed
or mortally
wounded. This was almost a third of
the total force engaged. The federals
lost 3,01)0 more than the confederates,
though they won the victory.
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REJfcEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
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Each additional line on stamp
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Each additional line, same price. (Curved Hnes
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TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN

While on the eastern trip from
which he lias just returned, Hon. L.
Bradford Prince, visited a number of
n.uBeums and institutions in order to
examine the newest ideas in the ar
rangement of exhibits, with reference
to our own Historical society.
Among those visited was the Historical societies of Colorado, Kansas
and Missouri; the Brooklyn Institute
'tid Long Island Historical society in
Museum,
Brooklyn; the Metropolitan
Museum of Natural History, Historical society, Geographical society, His:
panic society and Numismatic society
in New York. Of course, the Nei
Mexico Historical society,
with its
cramped space and lack of funds, cannot adopt the expensive systems
fcund in the great Institutions of the
l
in the
east; but an improvement
classification
and ' arrangement
was suggested by anything seeu

Washington, D. C, July S. Next
time you buy a can of tomatoes rip
rpen the can, pour out its contents,
put them on an accurate scale and
v e.igh them.
You will think
you bought two
pounds of tomatoes 32 ounces.
You will probably find you bought
21 to 28 ounces.
Next time you buy a can of corn do
the same thing and you'll make the
fame discovery.
Next time you buy a quart of vine- -
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THEY LOOK AS IF THEY HELD THE SAME AMOUNT, BUT THEY
DON'T.
gar in a bottle take a standard quart him. They have already gathered up
bottles, cans
measure, pour the vinegar into it and a roomful of
and boxes, which they have laid out
measure it.
You will very likely find you hav In the bureau of chemistry, and which
purchased from 12 to 14 ounces, in- v ill form the basis for their new regstead of 1C, which you are supposed to ulations.
These samples, purchased by their
get in a quart.
box agents hit or miss in grocery stores,
Next time you buy a
botof breakfast food pour the food out show that practically all canned,
onto your scales and weight It. You tled and boxed foods now sold in the
will probably find you have bought 24 Lnited States are from a quarter to a
third less in quality than the purchasto 28, and not 32 ounces.
er believes them to be.
Try the same experiment on a
The most striking evidence of fraud
pound box of crackers, a pound box is offered
fous bottles, each of
ct candy, a pint of flavoring extract, which was by
supposed to hold two
a can of prepared meats or fish, of
quarts. They were so constntcted that
anything else you buy already put up they looked to be of exactly the same
in a bottle, can or box.
she, yet one held a full quart of 32
Practically without exception yoit ounces, one held 30 ounces, one held
will find you are getting from two or 23 ounces and one held 25.6 ounces.
three to six or eight ounces less than
Another
Instance of
convincing
you think you are!
fraud was two bottles, each contain'
To correct the frauds suggested ing two ounces of flavoring extract. In
r.bove, congress has enacted the new r ppearance they looked like 5 or 6
'
weights and measures" law, which ounce boiles and actually seemed to
3,
1914, be twice as big as the standard
goes into effect September
bottles and half again as big
eighteen months after it was signed
bottle.
ly President Taft. Between now and as the standard

General
drive these men from their hard won
George E. Pitckett and
view of Cemetery
Ridge After His
prizes.
e
a
(From
Slowly the men In gray retreated Great Charge
and before the sun was high the fed- Sketch).
eral line was once more intact.
Union Cannon on Hillside Behind
Lee determined to use every ounce the Wall Which Pickett's Men Had to
of strength left in his army to pierce Surmount If They Hoped to Win.
the federal center. He felt that if he
could divide Meade's army he would was killed, and Pickett's three
brigade
accomplish its defeat.
commanders all fell.
Pickett's division of Virginia troops Then, when they were three hundwas assigned the honor of making tho red yards from the goal, the thousThe
is in great need of
assault. To assist him Pickett was ands of union muskets long held In pl.out 1Gsociety
flat show cases in which to
commanded
divisions
two
other
given
d.splay the collections which have
by Wilcox and Pettigrew, bringing the
been without accommodation since the
to
men.
GETTYSBURG
force
15,000
total
up
old cases and shelving were taken
In preparation for the charge, 115 i
down last fall, and would be glad of
confederate cannon were trained on
donations of such cases or the money
Cemetery Hill, where Hancock and his
with which to procure them.
grim warriors awaited the attack.
Eighty guns of the federal force were
NOTICE!
brought into action to reply.
HILL
Kfl JS
In the Probate Court of the County
It was one o'clock in the afternoon
i,f Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.,
when the confederate artillery opened
In the matter of the estate of Juliana
Are. For two hours two hundred can
non shook the hills. Both the union
'arrlllo de Gonzales, deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
and confederate losses were tremen
dous.
Verbal last will and testatment of
At last the union artillery ceased firJuliana Carrollo de Gonzales, deceased
ing and then the signal for the confederate charge was given.
Notice is hereby given that Monday,
'fT""1JTAMOAD
k
the 7th day of July, 1913, at 10 o'clock
7
History has never recorded a more
Uf
a m of said day, and the court room
stirring event. In three columns these
cf said court, at the county Court
compact lines of gray detached themselves from the great army on SeminHouse in the city of Santa Fe, New
has been appointed as the
ary Ridge and marched Bteadily toMexico,
M
jW
III
ward their enemy.
LITTLE ROUND
time and place for the hearing of obTOP
Not a man in the whole 15,000 but
jections and approval of said verbal
knew the deadly game he was playing.
last will and testament ot said de
But not a man faltered.
ROUND TOP
ceased.
4iv
The guns they had thought were
M. A. ORTIZ,
silenced were merely waiting. So when
Clerk.
the movement of Pickett and PettiChart shows position of troops at
By V. I. ALAftlD, Deputy.
grew and Wilcox shaped Itself before the close of the second day's battle
the union center every gun of the and at the opening of the third day's
If a substitute is offered you for
whole long federal line was turned battle.
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper
Icose on these 15,000 gallant men.
medicine is pressed upon you for the
Shells burst in the front, in the silence suddenly roared their message dealer's profit, not for
yours. Foley
were
torn
overhead.
rear,
Huge gaps
of death.
Kidney5 Pills may cost the dealer more
in the lines by the canister and solid
Pettigrew's men faltered and broke. than a cheap substitute, but they give
shot.
Squads, companies, battalions Wilcox's lines wavered and fell back. better results than any other kidney
were wiped out.
But Pickett and a scarce third of the and bladder medicine). Ask for Foley
30 oz
25 6 ox.
&fc
Before the confederates were half 5,000 Virginians that started with him Kidney Pills. The Capital
or
wct9r or ,Mm- aarnS
WC'&IT or
Pharmacy.
Oo
4 ox 0orrf
way across that valley of destruction rushed on on!
ihalf the charging force were down. The
HERE'S THE WAY YOU ARE DE.CEIVED BY THE SIZE AND SHAPE
Over the first lines of the works and
Reduced rates on all roads to
(horse of almost every mounted officer up to the second they stormed. The
CF BOTTLES.
Fe, July 4th.
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then a commission, especially created
by the act, will formulate a set ot
standard regulations of weights and
measures that it is expected will make
it impossible for you to be bunked as
you have been bunked for years and
are being bunked now.
Dr. C. L. AlKberg, the new chief of
the bureau of chemistry, succeeding
L'r. Harvey W, Wiley, is head of the
ccmmislson, with a man from
of commerce and one from
the treasury department acting wlth

it
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Local Dater any town and state, for
mcfe
inch.
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch....
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aa4 Wood Cat
Pearl Check Protector
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BUT UNCLE SAM'S KOING TO STOP THE
SHORT-WEIGH- T
GRAFT.

confederate ilag waved for a minute

PICKETT'S

HEADQUARTERS IFOR

GENERAL TRANSFER

GALLANT

REBS CHARGE WHOLE UNION ARMY AND ARE WIPED OUT VOU'UE BEEN CHEATED, MRS. HOUSEKEEPER.
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&
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FACE FOUR
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BOYS

MIKE BACA IN
DUNDEE DIXON

COURT WILL NOT
FORFEIT JACK
PRELIMNARy
JOHNSON'S BOND

ft!

IN BLUE

3, 1913.

MEET
BOYS

IN GRAY.

(Continued from page one).

coin. Several of the wounded men are
Chicago, III., July 3. The govern- - ir a serious condition at tne i"ennsyi
Albuquerque, July 3. Mike Haca of
Santa Ke, is being picked here as a me,ut's motion for forfeiture of the vania State hospital.
winner over young Canole, with whom $30,000 bond of Jack Johnson, the negAccording to the information the
which those close to him attribute to IN READINESS
he is matched to fight eight rounds as ro pugilist, to secure his appearance authorities could gather, the fight
worry over his break with Manager
one of the minor events to the Dundee-Dixo- for trial October 13, was denied by started suddenly and was over in a
FOR ROAD RACE
Nclau.
fight which will be pulled off in Federal Judge Carpenter here today. few minutes. It began shortly before
On the other Bide, Rivers is trained
TOMORROW the National
This bond was on an Indictment 7 o'clock when the dining room was
Guard Armory in Albuto the minute and has worked with a
on the afternoon of July 4th. charging Johnson with white slavery ft. 11 of people and caused a panic
querque
Knap and vigor that has surprised
Baca foughht Kid Marshall of Los in transporting Belle Schreiber from among the scores of guestB. The vetAuto owners especially, as well as
those even closeBt to him.
eran who was unhurt and disappeared
many others in the city, are greatly Angeles in Albuquerquo on Decoration Milwaukee to Chicago.
The case in which the fighter was in
Thfa Is Biggest Offer Ever Made by Big Brush for a Player From the West.
interested in the big road race from Day. Marshall Js considered a good
the melee, was sitting near Far-bo- r
but convicted was bringing the Schreiber
Albuquerque "to Santa Fe and return trial horse for any featherweight,
and Carroll when he heard ' the
woman from Pittsburg to this city. He
tomorrow.
The local committee in quit in the second round of a
plighting remarks about Lincoln. He
was
and
discussion,
to
withstand
unable
pending
appealed,
bout, being
charge of the details at this end of
jumped to his feet and began to deSensational
JOHNNY AVILLIAMS,
the line has made every preparation, the vicious jabs that Baca sent to allowed his liberty on $15,000 ball.
fend the marfyred president and bePitcher of the Pacific Coast.
stated
that
precedJudge Carpenter
insofar as possible to nee that this (his ri:8,
rated his detractors. The men who
a
bond
not
warrant forfeiting
Canole is an Albunuerauo boy. He ent does
end of the line is properly cared for.
v ere stabbed, according to the Inforhas
a
left
because
defendant
National League.
weis-lmerely
TClica
n.s
and
flhntit
even
finme
the
suggestToday the committee
mation the surgeons gather, jumped
Won. Lost. Pet. ed that it was the intention to have like :inea. Is considered an amateur. 'the jurisdiction of the court.
Club.
to the defense of the veteran when the
.646
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.42
New York
should be a good one, but
a physician stationed at La Bajada The
o'hers closed in. Knives were out in
.C13
BUYS
CLUB
24
OAKLAND
38
Philadelphia
hill during the race, and to also have Baca is picked to win because he has
PITCHER FROM WACO a second and the room was thrown
2S
33
.551)
Lrooklyn
another available close to the finish had more ring experience and has a
Oakland, Cal., July 3. The Oakland into an uproar. Women fled for the
.520 line in case
3C
32
Chicago
any of the drivers or croiif li which will probably prove a Club
of the Coast league has closed cinors and crowded to the windows
.448
37
30
in
or
his
for
lie
opponent.
Pittsburgh
mechanicians should
puzzi.
injured
- negotiations
for the conditional pur- ready to jump to the street beiow. It
.42U
Dundee39
29
the
reserve
for
St. Louis
seatB
The
need of medical attention.
from
Waco club of the Tex- was all over before the others of the
chase
the
.4151
3S
27
iooks
It
Loston
La Bajada hill will be a favorite Dixon fight are going fast, and
men in the room could get their
Lohman.
as
league
pitcher
crowu
.3S2 spot tr view tiin race tomorrow
42
us ir a
20
Cincinnati
breath and the men responsible for it
cause of the splendid view it will of- will fro the fight. Both Dundee and
al1 had disappeared.
The fight spur-leSENTENCED TO PEN
in
the
in
best
Dixon
the
ire
ten
shape
miles,
American League,
about
for
of
race
the
fer
medical men again to an efthe
INCITING RIOT
FO
will
mill
and
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world
the
lor
Pet.
Lost.
fight,
horseback
Club.
Won,
parties
and many auto and
fort to have the Gettysburg saloons
be the most important one ever wit.746 will spend the day there.
..50 17
Philadelphia
N. J., July 3. Patrick closed during the remainder of the
nessed in New Mexico.
Paterson,
.597
29
Cleveland .
fair
,.43
man
weather
The
promises
Dundee is a slight, favorite, but Dix Quinlan, a leader for the Industrial celebration.
.549
32
.39
Washington
The constabulary later arrested a
V
not
Workers of the World today was senon
IS
.5
anything, but is
33
.
.
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the
Chicago
will not .
in.ine iswood saying
,Z
or tenced to prison for not less than two man who gave the name of W. B.
a
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.
,
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and
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Loston .
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straight friends who
Ul
Luirvttaici una wo uu,-will, surely stick with him nor more than seven years and to Henry, and said his home was in
.392 this time.
45
.29
Detroit. . ..,
The laborers who have to
he finish.
pay a fine of $700. He was eouvicted Camden, N. J., as one of the men con..L'9
.3S2 been working on the route at several
47
St. Louis .
The time of Ihe fight has been ar- recently for inciting riot among the cerned in the affray.
.284 places finished yesterday and the
4S
.19
New York .
ranged so that vistors may see the striking silk mill workers.
road now is in readiness for the race. start
and finish of the automobile
New Mexican Want Ads always
request of tile
Upon unanimous
the
Western League,
Only a heavy rain would mar
and also the contest.
races,
injurors trying the case of Elizabeth bring results. Try It
Won. Lost. Pet. event now and the weather man
Club.
Kid Payo, of El Paso, holder of the Curley Flinn, on a similar charge, Who
r
.681 sures against that.
22
.47
championship of Mex- had not reached an agreement,, a new
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
bantamweight
.569
41
31
9
o'clock
St. Joseph
The first car wil Istart at
and Kid Williams, of Los Angeles, foreman was appointed by Judge Klen-fi- t H'orking for you, for Santa Fe and
ico,
3.
Twelve
Cal
.557
31
39
Sacramento,
ties Moines .
July
from Albuquerque and on the return who has been fighting in Denver for
'
this afternoon and the jury again the new state.
.549 will leave Santa Fe at 3 p. m. and at
Lincoln .
thousand dollars has been offered the
..39 32
th last year, will appear in the
i tired to deliberate.
No reason for
.542
33
.
Omaha
15
..39
minute
intervals.
ball
club
the
Pacific
Sacramento
of
Williams recently
fought the request was made public.
- '
.'.28
.394
43
Hioux City
The drivers predict that they will Harry Dell ten rounds in Denver, Dell
Coast league for Johnny Williams, the
two hours
for
After
deliberating
.377
43
..26
Topeka .
break all records between Albuquer- being unable to knock him down,
more the jury reported that it was unyoung pitcher who is this season lead- .33S
49
Wichita .
que and Santa Fe. The shape of the
getting the decision.
able to agree and was discharged.
coast
the
Several
twirlers.
ing
major
and
Aurel-icars
of
the
condition
the
and
road,
Young
Young Joe Rivers
drivleague clubs are after htm and have
of
curtain-rtthe
' THRILLING EXPERIENCE
the fact that the majority
Herrera will mix in the
Are You
been bidding against each other until
ers are professionals favors this. A
iser.
WITH RUNAWAY HORSE.
are
of
autoists
however,
number
the price has reached this figure, the
National League.
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 3.
They say the trip cannot MANY BOUTS SCHEDULED
skeptical.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
largest ever offered for a Pacific Coast
Mrs. Eugene Utz of Chicago, 111,, a
befour
hours
in
than
made
be
less
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
FOR FOURTH OF JULY. member of the turners who are visit
Jim McGuire,
league ball player.
cause their cars cannot do it in less
New York at Philadelphia.
ing here following their Denver conscout for the Detroit club, is looking
the
cannot
make
and some of them
The Fourth of July seems to be a vention, had a thrilling experience to
Boston at Brooklyn.
set
Williams over, and it is possible the
distance in that time. The time
encounters
favorite day for fistic
with a runaway horse, while takfor the entire trip varies from three judging from the number staged on day a
bid will yet be raised. Manager
He will consider only a
Williams.
American League.
horseback ride with friends. The
ing
to four that day. Especially is this true to
hours and thirty minutes
of the Sacramento team de- trade, including a pitcher of known
soon
animal became unmanageable
Chicago at St. Louis.
hours and thirty minutes.
morrow ana a tairiy complete usi oi after she left the stables and ran
clares he will make no cash deal for ability and another good man.
Detroit at Cleveland.
the bouts scheduled for tomorrow in more than two miles before members
Philadelphia at New York.
The
Tonic
the different parts of the country is as of her party succeeded in bringing it
Washington at Boston.
EIGHT BALLOONS
fallows:
to a stop. Mrs. Utz was badly frightRITCHIE AND RIVERS CLASH
AT FRISCO IN
IN K. C. RACE
Knockout Brown vs. Johnny Grif- ened, although apparently uninjured.
O.
13 rounds, at
fiths,
but in her flight lost a valuable gold
TOMORROW Jimmy
GREAT FIGHT FOR WORLD'S LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP.
Clabhy vs. Tony Caponi, 10 watch, several articles of jewelry and
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUGGISTS
rounds, at lnaianapoiis, ina.
National League.
$12 in money.
F4
Kansas City, July 3. Eight balloons
RITCHIE DOESN'T APPEAR TO BE THE SAME BOY, PHYSICALLY,
At Chicago
Jerry Murphy vs. Tommy Jones,
10 rounds, at Indianapolis, Ind
WHO TOOK THE TITLE FROM WOLGAST
WORRY HAS LEFT Cincinnati
.. .1 6 t will start from Kansas City In the na
BIG WAGES OFFERED
tional elimination race tomorrow. As
HIS MARK ON HIM, WHILE HIS OPPONENT APPEARS IN
5 10
Jimmy Murphy vs. Danny Goodman,
Chicago
FOR HARVEST HANDS.
"
the 10 rounds, at Terre Haute, Ind.
PHYSICAL SHAPE.
Suggs, Packard and Clarke; laven announced by President Meyers of
Lincoln. Neb., July 3. Farmers in
10
balloons
McMahon
the
vs.
Aero
Tob
Kansas
Club,
City
Marty Cutler,
der and Archer.
southern Nebraska are offering almost
and pilots are:
rounds, at Peru, 111.
any kind of wages to get harvest
10
Carl Morris vs. Jack Geyer,
Kansas City II,' Kansas City; John
At Brooklyn
hands to care for the small grain crop
rounds, at Denver, Colo.
17 20 0 Watts.
Boston
which is being harvested. Wages
Matty Baldwin vs. Joe Schugrue 12 ranging from $4 to $6 per day and
4 11 5
Drifler, Cincinnati; Albert Holz.
Brooklyn
Conn.
New
at
F.
Haven,
William
rounds,
Miss Sofia II, St. Louis;
board are being promised.
Dickson, Perdue and
Rariden;
Assmann.
Johnny Dundee vs Tommy Dixon,
In Slearn, Nebraska, farmers daughStack, Wagner and Miller.
M.
N,
10
at
rounds,
Albuquerque,
Million Population Club, St. Louis;
ters and wives are aiding in the fields
vs.
Jimmy Walsh, In order to
Johnny Kilbane
At Philadelphi- aCaptain John Berry.
get the wheat crop
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
10 rounds, at Cincinnati, O.
4 9 1
New York
Ducsseldorfer,
Indianapolis; G. L. Jack
The Only New unabridged dic
vs. Charley White, 20
Britton
1
2
8
Philadelphia
Baumbaugh.
tionary in many years.
rounds, at New Orleans, La.
Demaree, Fromme and Meyers; AlNOTE
Goodyear, Akron. Ohio; R. H. TIpson.
the pith and essence
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Joe
Willie
Ritchie
Rivers,
exander and Killifer. (12 innings). .
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San
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Knockout
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Young
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passengers Miss Helen Meyers, daugh
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half a million dollars.
(Fifteen innings.)
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ter of the president of the Kansas 10 rounds, at McLean,
Let us tell you about this most
vs. Eddie Johnson,
City Aero Club; Miss Grace Lininger 20 Bobby Waugh
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remarkable single volume.
Colo.
at
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JULY 15 IN COLORADO.
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planned
SUSPENDED FIVE DAYS.
Dauss and McKee; Kahler and O'For world's lightweight championSan Francisco, Calif., July 3.,Wil-liattempt to secure its modification by
Neil.
Ritchie, of San Francisco, will
ship. Limit, 20 rounds.
amendment at the next session of the
3.
New York,
President
July
his title of lightweight champion
Both contestants Californians.
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Does a General Banking

(Owing to the great interest manl
ifested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
LLEWELYN C. HALL AT HIS BEST IN this column.
By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
A DIFFICULT
SELECTION.-N- ISS
Mexican and on their friends. Com'
HAZEL SPARKS SURPRISES AND munications sent by mall should bear
the signature of the writer).
,
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.
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At Less Than Cost

Silk Petticoats Special

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Pretty Silk. Petticoats in Plain Shades On!y

125 Palace Ave

Regular Price, $3.50

v

$2.23

OUR SPECIAL PRICE.
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New
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better. The McCtillougha ure at. his
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tomorrow because of the lloll- old home in Iowa.
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INSLRE WITH II A V WARD AM) RKST CONTENT.
Hiram Phillips, (lie expert engineer,
convention, was well attended and the
A. T. Honors, Sr., an attorney of r.mployed
to investigate the water,
of the beautiful auditorLas Vegas, is in the city today.
by
system of this city, accompanied
ium, the acoustic arrangements of the
E. W. Dobson, a well known
Mrucelino Ortiz and Ceorgn Artuijo,
conhour
at
which
the
building, the
in
the city today. went up to 1he head waters of (he
attorney, is
cert was given ami the attention of the
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and elJ. K. Rogers, of Katun, court, re-- j Santa Fe creek yesterday.
Mr. Pliil-- I
audience all combined to make still
ectric lights; no bath. Lot 55xlD8 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
for the Eighth judicial district lips says that he was greally pleased
porter
more enjoyable and to intensify to a
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
lis in the city for a few days.
with the entire lay of the land. He
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
greater degree, the excellent musical
at-J.
i
Is
A!lHiiiieniue
ideal
Collins,
an
Hugh
says that tile water supply
treat that was rendered.
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
torney, accompanied by Ins wife, is jnne, Hows through and originates in a.
J. A. Jeancon sustained his excelforesl. In accord with
spending a few days in the city.
splendid
virgin
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
lent reputation as a pipe organist, posWm. K. Olson of Chicago, who for all, lie believes that it. should aHVays
as
an
remarkable
sessing
ability
organ some time past has been in Albuquer- lie kept intact, and not contaminated
Loloist and also as an accompanist.
que, arrived in the city last evening. in any way with seltlemeiit by man
This is a rare combination, for it. is
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Deputy Collector of Internal Reve- ,or the grazing of animals,
very sledom that one person has the nue .1. E. Hestand left yesterday for
Frank Andrews left the duties of
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
talent of both a virtuoso and an
::::
extended trip through the district, bis grocery store lust evening and hied
Ernest A. Johnson and sister Chris- - a way in his automobile to La my to gam
t.ompanist.
His. first number, the "Introduction tine, left yesterday afternoon for meet Mrs. Andrews and (he little;
tc the Opera of Cavelleria Itusticana, Boston, Mass., called there by the ser- - Misses Kathryn and Frances, who
ly Mascagnl, displayed Mr. Jeancon's ions illness of their father.
returned from a visiL of several weeks
wonderful mastery over this difficult
Malaquias Martinez of Taos, is in 'with Mrs. Andrew's mother in Hollis-- ;
instrument. His the city for the fourth of July and Iter, Idaho, and willi her brother in
pi:d most beautiful
improvisations were simply delightful, incidentally to attend the Spanish-- ' Salt Lake. City. It was a joyful greet-- j
and his closing number, the medley of American meeting tomorrow.
ling and a happy ride home. Inciilcn- When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
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has returned ,a"v in Koing to luny, Mr. Andrews
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such
"My Old Kentucky ilome" and f,.nm n viuit with tvi.miiu in ir.,,.!,.
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," ail high-grad- e
so forth were a most fitting close.
Miss Meiulenhall of Wichita, returned Kve them to the cook of tho convict
Miss Hazel Sparks delighted her with her and will remain here for !camp at that place, who so interest- - J
chafing dishes, on which y?u can cook a
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
ingly described the new state highway
audience with her most beautiful ren. some weeks.
and life in camp at Unit place. They
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
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One of the features of the e.xercis- Mid that Blie has a teacher Who knows I regardless nf nnrtv. to consider the
her profession, tor Miss Sparks made political situation, is in the citv for es tomorrow on the plaza will be the
presentation of the silver trophy of- tood in her home town. The most the meeting tomorrow.
fered for efliciency to the Boy Scouts.
critical expressed themselves as simp
Oovernor McDonald left on the noon
and will be j
ly delighted with her singing and feel train today for White Oaks, Lincoln The trophy was offered
Rev.
that Miss Hazel has a brilliant future county, where he will be the principal presented by J. H. Toulouse.
and
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Leonidas
master,
Smith,
on
the
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musical world, particularly
speaker at a rousing Fourth of July who has faithfully and carefully look- the concert stage.
celebration and barbequo tomorrow. ed after the Boy Scouts and has help- Mr. Llewellyn ('. Hall sang "The He will be gone four or five days.
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ed to make them the efficient body
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wanderer," by Schubert, one of the
an
address
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deliver
that they are,
treat hasso masterpieces, a favorite pointed U. S. district attorney for on "Freedom."
The presentation will
song of "I'lacon, the great French New Mexico, is in the city from Al- - take place at nine in the morning and j
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address by Right Rev. E. A. Temple,
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and
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ability
the trip to the old home will be.
speaker
severe as the one which was inter- his powers to present old truths and
W. Jefferson Davis, who has spent rupted Inst Monday night, leaving a
things that we should think about. In considerable time In Santa Fe, andlsix day trail of death and sickness,
a few words. The address was one of was admitted to the .New Mexico BarTho
temperature this afternoon was
the best that has been heard here in a few months ago, has established a i degrees and
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 116
apparently will go
some time.
law office at San Diego, California, un-- higher before night. There was a
der the name of Rogers, Davis and; light breeze from the lake.
Seven
Santa Fe will be at the end of one Rogers, with offices in the American leases of heat prostrations were
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leg of the Albuquerque-SantBank building in that city, led by the police during the afternoon.
race July 4th.
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upon to do their slmredn its construcwater. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
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Frank Hensley and party of El
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GO. Reno, Oklahoma, wen? In the city yesterday on an automobile
tour. They came here from Colorado,
Where Quality Governs the Price capsized their car In the Raton pass
because the brake broke, spent several
and Price the Quality
days in the Ancient City and from
here left for El Paso, where they will
turn east again enroute for home. The
remarkable part ahout this trip is that
the party were not enroute to the
coast, did not go to California, but
Is now furnishing us
seemed to find plenty of sight seeing
with
her fresh HOME
in Colorado and New Mexico.
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Brick Cottage,

blocks from Plaza, Price $3,800
frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price 2,500
Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol, Price 3,000
Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza, Price 4,800
Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price 5,000
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PROPERTY
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Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
10 Ranches in the
Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
RENT
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
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Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
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MEXICO
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JEWELER,

THE
STAR BARN
W.

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION

SANTA FF

i

JULY lst t0 3d and
1T1.,
JULY 4th to 6th, respectively

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all

GENERAL LIVERY

j

directly intermediate stations.

and Baggage
stocked. Best

i

i

Entire Stable
can get.

,

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 28th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito)

j

June 29th.

From All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F.
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like the
retail lumber
yard way," said the witness.
"It Is more satisfactory to the ulChicago, 111.,
timate consumer In their opinion to
for the defense
go to a yard and see what he Is buying against the Northwestern Retail
than to order from a distance."
ing
here
association
dumber Dealers
J. E. Rhodes, formerly affiliated
with a credit reference book used Ly WOMEN GIVEN THREE
YEARS PENAL SERVITUDE.
the lumber dealers declared that what
London, July 3. Two militant
appeared to be trust methods in the
trade were not due to retailers but to
Kitty Marlon and Clara Elizthe manufacturers.
abeth Given, were sentenced today to
"The manufacturers have often re- three years penal servitude for setting
fused to seil to mail order houses b fire to the. stands on the Hurst park
cause they don't like the mail order rice course on June 9 and causing
way of doing business and they do 1 70,000 damage.
TRUST

We advise you to give us
your order now tor
PRESERVINGAN0-GANNIN-

6

CANTALOUPES
Lower In price. Imperial Valley Cantaloupes.
These are always fine.

METHODS

BY WITNESS.
July 3. Testifying
hearin the anti-tru-

TOLD

WATERMELONS
AND PEACHES,
PLUMS, ETC.

H. S. KAUNE

&

July

This is Mr. Lucero's first public
appearance in Tucumcari. During the
last campaign he was billed to make
a political speech there, and it was
extensively advertised, but unforseen
circumstances compelled him to canEver since that
cel the engagement.
date the Tucumcarl people have been
after him to visit that city. The present invitation come from the chamber
of commerce.
La Bajada hill promises to be the
mecca of a great many Santa Feans
tomorrow on account of the advantages It offers for viewing the big
road race. Among those who intend
to go to the hill tomorrow are Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Morley and party;
Harry Lee and party; George S.
Blount and party, Engineer French
and party; and numerous others. They
all plan to get an early start so as
to get to the hill ahead of the racers
and leave them a clear road. It has
been suggested and efforts will be
made to have a physician among those
at the hill, In case of accident, by any
chance, to any of those engaged in
the race.
Mrs. R. J. Archer, aunt, and Mrs.
Norman Edson, cousin, of Mrs. Frank
McBride, from DeKfJb, Illinois, are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. McBride,

Etc.. every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

CO.

Where Prices at" B5t at
the Presbyterian parsonage, which
For
Jthey are occupying and taking care of
Quality.
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Denver,

UUI,
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TO

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
51.85 St. Louis,
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Buffalo, N. Y.,
78.85 Atlantic City,
VI. vv

.

.

47.35
66.45

York
. . 79.35
On sale daily June lst to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1 st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-
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1912.
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EXCURSIONS
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1,
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WAS IT A DYNASTY OF CORRUPTION.
are

certainly startling
The Mulhnll charges which are to bo investigated
for susa .little
enough, and seem to indicate that there wbb at least, it. wasground
"insidious" or
whether
in
a
was
Washington,
lobby
there
that
picion
not.
was there urgent
it one half of what. M til hall says is true, then indeed,
necessity for the present investigation.
the dis
f one half Is true then there truly existed a lobby, whether
not.
or
it
knew
senators
tinguisbed
did know there
If one half of the accusations are true, then the senators
WM

no
that a great amount of excitement has been awakened and
revelawith
the
strange
associated
have
been
names
wonder that those whose
tions bring up the old charge of "muckraking." mure
.
...
tr n,D oh,,rireB me true, then will be rorcea
m.uhs.j uiu..
strongly
...ntmn f the neonle. the vilal necessity of a new deal and more
power was trie oniy
win thov believe that the overthrow of the party
in
conditions.
Iiodo of a change
however, and the
It is a case where judgment should be suspended,
Innocent until
held
be
should
man
a
and
observed
legal rule should be
No wonder

men and forced
a've'rv serious
charge, that an association controlled
and
manipulated the maown
their
interests,
in
measures
of
the adoption
of truth,
bold made by Mu.ha.l have any found
certain
subjects,
covering
congress,
enacted
by
all legislation
then were thi right
under the dictation of a single association and were
in opposition to
if they
and interests of the people disregarded whollyassociation.
manufacturers'
the desires of this
parties and pa. ty
The matters involved in these charges are far above establishment
anl
roots of government
to
the
down
very
reach
policies They
fundamental.
and
vital
are
nationaJ safety. They,
who lb shown to have
If the charges are ,.proven to be true, every man
.
i,nnB nf the nefarious machine, should be
by the righteous and protesting Indignation
and outraged.
of a people who have been wantonly insulted
It is one of the sensations of our political history.
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best accommodations and best location for fishing.

H.BI

world over, that of wanting to make
a show.
JIMINY.I AINTA BIT
We like to tell of our ancestry, if It's
BSLEEPY! I HOPE MAMA
good, but we are awful whist about
it if it isn't. We like to tell of relaDOES NT FORGET TO WAKE
tives and friends of ours who are
ME AT
O'CLOCK. UH H
high positions or have achiev
holding
0ID YD HEAR THAT
ed something big. We like to tell how
CANNON CRACKER?
we shook hands with Ty Cobb once,
or stood by the side of Wilson. I don't
know just why this is, but everybody
has this weakness. I will admit that
It is a pleasant thing to have good
blood flowing through your veins and
to feel that you come from thorough- bred stock, though more and more
we are losing sight of those things
M GOING TO
and sizing a man or a woman up for
STAY INfiflCRSln
what they really are.
PTOMORROWir
It is all right to put the best foot
.ruI1DS
'forward, but sometimes we are foolish
JULY
about it.
These thoughts came to me from a
little squib I read In a newspaper:
"Strolling into a grocer's shop the
other day, a little boy asked for
half a pound of margerine. He was
THE BYSTANDER
being served and the shop man was
about to wrap the margerine up in
SEES IT
paper, when the lad exclaimed: 'Please
sir, my muver wants to know if yer'll
stamp a cow on It, 'cos we're having
Those Clothes.
company.' "
"Little girl, you look so small,
There you are. We all have the
Don't you wear no clothes at all?
spirit and there isn't any use in deny-- i
Don't you wear no shimmy-shirt- ,
to have company
ing it. If we're-goinDon't you wear no potty-skir- t
we're glad to make a showing. We
Just your corset and your hose
on.
I don't
want, the cow
Are those all your underclothes?" !know as there isstamped
any particular harm
Thus the rymester in Harper's
in this sort of thing, but, as a rule, we
addresses our girls of today.
are sized up for about what we are in
A manager 01 a business concern in 0)e
long run We cant keep up the
one of our eastern cities who has aidisguiBe a thfi timf, and the peoplp
bun
sent
number of girls under
O'l'ipbout us really know whether it's
miss home the other day to 'gev nlargarine or butter that we are hand
some clothes on;' the low shoes, coo- - jng outi
t.eb hosiery, abbreviated skirt, short
I

AS

the appearance
stalk over the
landscape like a wooden dummy. What
a person does gracefully is done unwould
So if a person
consciously.
loam grace she must first learn how
to do things unconsciously and she
can only learn to do things unconIf she is worried about
of her walk she will

sciously by doing them often.
News.

The Montezuma Hotel

Tucum-car- l

5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Baseballltis.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

The Silver City Enterprise appears
to have lost all interest in the cur-leevents of the world in general,
the United States more in particular,
and especially the behaviour of Billy
Walton and th Democratic county officials of Grant county, but perhaps
the lack of Interest may be explained
by the fact that it is due to "Baseballltis" which has evidently struck
Silver City with a vengeance. The
only editorial in the last issue of our
Grant county contemporary Is devoted
(e the welfare ot the Silver City baseball club. Hillsboro Free Press.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

La Salle Hotel

DETROIT WOMEN
HAVE BIG FEET

CHARLEY GANN,

f
I

I WOODY'S STAGE

.

tCfir

omcsm;,n

From

Prop'r

Plan.
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f

Leaves Barranca on the arrival tr.
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. tn.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo

station.

oleo-youn-

,

MB

N. E. A.

metarso-phalangea-

Meeting

inat

SALT LAKE, UTAH,
1913.
July

e

5-1-

$37.65

1

d

Stop-Ouer-

d,

LIN E

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

European
Detroit, July 3. Swollen feet are
Meals At All Hours.
causing hundreds of Detrolters to suf m
Elegant Rooms in Connec-- j
fer intense pain these hot days and
tion. Steam Heat,
chiropodists and shoe stores are be
Electric
for
victims
Lights and Baths.
the
by
g
sieged
looking
cause and the cure of the trouble.
1 RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
A manager of a downtown
store
Street.
P
ho has fitted shoes for 20 years de B 241 San Francisco
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
clares that most of the trouble is due g
to the hot weather and the sudden
changes in temperature, but a well
known chiropodist declares that it is
caused by the wearing of "spring heel"
shoes which has been in fashion rehe explains,
cently. These shoes,
EDITORS.
THE
AMONG
i
throat incurring his emphatic disap-l
break down the
o
'
proval.
articulation of the foot. This in turn
Sad, But True,
a
causes irritation, and sometimes
Of course, in Santa Fe we do not get
TOWARD HUMAN BROTHERHOOD.
an ideal is never attained into these very extreme styles, but
The prosperity of a town depends fever and swelling In the solus muscle,
"talon,
dreamers
of
the
great
th
Savant
which
Ideals
of
incitement
there is always danger when a style chiefly upon the confidence the people which makes locomotion possible.
And it to well that this is so. For without the
mankind would grow sluggish .progress enl gets well going and there is likelihood have in it. No town can prosper whose
Irritation of this muscle causes inyet beckon to better achievement,
S
it some impediment is not thrown In citizens are untrue to it. San Mar-ria- l tense pain, especially when the feet
from
iTwiTia-ffoStandard.
the Fourth of July. Down the ages
1,
become heated and expanded and perthe way, that some of the young femi-u;nsomet
J
will fall into the
Not Necessarily.
the cave man, one idea, has stood out sometimes dim.
spire freely from coutact with the
pedestrians
Fratermt.
if
of
Equality,
of
ideal
Liberty,
hands of the police.
Ultimately the
clear, In human history-t- he
Any unmarried person will testify heated pavements.
brief, of Democracy.
It looks as if we were trying to however, that international marriages sufferer must either abandon his Shoes
t.ll.,1,
to
the
East
o
the
men
we rea iy do not necessarily promote the amity for a week or so, or, if too busy to do
As the star of Bethlehem guided the wise
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
ideal o' hnma, brother, emulate the French, and if
where the redeemer of mankind was cradled so this
where the limit t.f nations. In fact, they are likely to that, must seek treatment before he
to
difficult
tell
is
it
are
the
allured
ever
has
Via Denver, Colorado Springs
hood, starlike in the great dome of the. soul's horizon,
is going to be.
aggravate differences if the young becomes
or Pueblo.
poets, prophets and seers.
folks.
old
live
find
near
most
the
trouble
"We
of
Springthis
that
Talllen
eople
among
It is related of Mine.
of a new contiBut. it was reserved for struggling colonists on the fringe
these
who
er
are
Stockman,
Dates of Sale, July 3, 4 and 5.
very
people
wearing
tyrann gentlemen acV she appeared as Diana inat a masked
low heeled shoes," said the chiropodist.
nent, exiles of conscience in revolt against entivnched m
of
court
French
the
Decided.
Not
ball
at
the
days
of
search
perpeUu
Return Limit 30 days from date of sale
venturers seeking short cuts to fortune, visionaries men and women who the First Empire, In a gown so filmy
And Senator Works proposes a con- "It is distinct from the foot trouble
a
Allowed in Both Directions
who
most
stand
youth .and no doubt many just ordinary
bothers
that
persons
be
could
i
to
the
it
that
stitutional amendment
and gossamer-likwhither
prohibit
went, with the procession, little knowing nor greatly caring
H.
on
S.
'
hours
feet.
AGT., SANTA FE, N. M.
.
their
LUTZ,
long
finger-ringachieve- passed through a man's
sale, manufacture and importation
to set up. with all the imperfections which attend human
foot
We
with
a
also
find
has
which
alcohol
wore
a
distilled
it
of
ot
she
Under
people
garment
single
liquor
containing
liberty
collective
in
the
pursuit
ment the first, experiment
of the same material.
of endurance.
except for mechanical, scientific andjliaving a long arch fitted with a short
grown to great dimensions and given hopeful promise
medicinal purposes. " It has not yet arched shoe, and vice versa, which is
with none who
the
We
Do
Btyles
fathers.
really,
know,
quarrel
these
to
you
exalt
custom
the
been
It has
even though worn by the girls of the other days been decided Into which category to sure to cause trouble and perhaps a
value,
without
not
is
Hero
worship
find in so doing a pleasure.
broken arch, when the feet are Irritatand
well and we honor are much more attractive. It is a mis- put "night-caps- "
it lead to exaggeration and to myth. The fathers wrought
ed In extremely hot weather."
Carlsbad
of
dress
Argus.
think
to
this
that
take
style
ourselves In honoring them.
b a sensible is
His advice is alwavs to powder the
Could Wear Diamonds.
alluring, and if those who wear
This honor to ourselves has of late been much increarwl
For Repairing of All Kinds
aller a a
oala ln colu BaLercommenoration.
our
lleet
in
annual
advanced
our
of
few
are
editors
these
but
There
methods
tending
styles,
in
very
the
change
In Metal and Wood
numof our
toward undress, could hear the re- state who have not made a vigorous
Instead of carelessly killing and maiming some thousands
are
we
beginning
would
noises,
of
them
made
about
continuous
and
the
marks
savage
city
GUNS, BICYCLE,
they
fight against
ber every Fourth, to the accompaniment
and to carry realize that they are not regarded as mail order house. This has been done OUTRAGEOUS ACT
to exercise our imagination in historic pageants and processions
LOCK, KEY and
ac
to
calculated
exercises
in the interest of the home merchant,
n,
.vt, ,,f the fathers' Inspiration by
BE PUNISHED
admirable.
of their fresh obliga
MACHINERY
SPECIALTIES
o!
better
will
the
with
I
meaning
nnd
without
the
If
the
editors
that
citimis
pendulum
price.
presume
adopted
newly
quaint
swing back, though and that we wiU the land had received regular adver3. Warrants may be
San
315
Detroit,
Francisco
to
July
St., Phone 109 J
ti0,1It is In this sensitiveness to superior counsel, in this willing loyalty
back to styles that are more mod- tising rates for all they have said issued for at least five Detroit men
on get
for
hopeful
cause
fe.'ling
see
we
the
greatest
that
a better leadership,
est and far prettier.
cgainst these enemies of the country as the result of one of the most ren
this Fourth of July.
merchant they could now be wearing volting stories that has yet been pourEUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,
All
dream.
a
diamonds. Socorro Chieftain.
Should She?
The world's fine dream of human brotherhood is still only
ed into the ears of Detroit detectives.
Former Master Mechanic
"Should a woman tell her husband
What He Should Do.
the advancement we have made toward its realization is but little compared
According to them a 16 year-olThe
Sacramento
not
we
are
halting.
Shaft, Bisbee. Arizona.
in
to
however,
asks
The
Terhune
who
Happily,
farmer
Estancla
go.
with the distance yet
everything," Virginia
valley
jrirl. a memhpr nf a. rirnmfnent Detroit
tread of millions of pilgrims on every highway in every land tells a New- - York paper, in that column de v,ill keep some good milch cows on his familV( waa mduced to board a boat
that the procession of the ages Is on its way; and today's pace is faster voted to society, fashions hints on ranch, a few pigs and build a silo, tnat rims betWeen Belle Isle and the
than at any moment In the past.
and health and all that liinu need not worry much about the future. jmalnland. and after being given beer
on a new beauty
As a rule his wife will help by raising ami wine ,mtii she ,vas helpless, was
of thing.
Perhaps it Is enough if each of us, on occasions like, these, takes
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
dedication to the democratic ideal.
I do not want to get into any tangle some poultry and Increase the general
subjected to the whims of a lawless Small holding claim No. 5277.
kind
or
fund with many dollars' worth of eggs. gang.
'.v argument,
mythiug of that
Serial No. 015207.
but my opinion, judicially given, is These things must be taken into con
Traunt Officer Max Grossman, un- Department of the Interior,
THE
be-- : Federation
man
a
when
a
should.
You
she
that
know,
American
Charles
just
operates
of
with
der
the
direction
the
were
Captian
pleading
United States Land Office.
A few months ago. when the Democrats
and in conjunction
with
affairs one of tween us, sub rosa, between you and farm in the country west of the one Breault,
people to give them the credentials for handling government
Saata Fe, N. M., May 24, 1913.
atthose
hundred
all
meridian.
and
first
hunme
and
and
the hitching post,
MoriartJ Harry Kiedan, of the prosecuting
the arguments was that we were expending the neat little sum of three
the
Notice
is hereby given that
old
Messenger.
torney's office, has been . at work on following-namedred million per annum more than was absolutely necessary to run Untie secret methods of expression, this
claimant has filed
A Solar Plexus.
is
daj-scase
took
He
men
the
for
not
several
taik
about
gossip
lining
Sam's matters.
notice of bis intention to make final
All talk of "panic," "money
strin- a statement from the girl, who is said
the worst and cheapest bunk in all
It would appear that the pruning season had about arrived.
proof in support of his claim under
in
a
child
to
be
and
in
the
after
and
soon
in
world.
samme
Allee
other
dire
is
session,
tin
people
this
women,
gency"
appearance,
things
The Democrats are in power, congress
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
or
million
was
mate
the
boat
which
of
hundred
tore
to
for
us
eat.
the
in
off
the
of
wails
three
men
large
it, gulp it down
according
would he pleased to see a budget that lopped
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
chunks and enjoy every morsel of it. the pessimistically inclined who are brought in and grilled.
such a matter, in national expenses.
amended by the act of February 21,
or
the
sure that this nation is rapidly headXow that's the fact.
He is Baid to have Implicated the 1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that said
However, we are a pretty big nation. We are naturally proud
and while
was others, two of whom are married men.
Considering all this then, Virginia I ing for the demnltion
position we have attained among the world's great governments
proof will be made before Abel Perea,
ui liko tn see the nation's business honestly and economically administered hold that your question emphatically given a knockout solar plexus blow
of
the
for
purpose
cheese
a
witness
no
to
week
last
policy
at Bernalillo, N.
when
answer.
just
desire
paring
County Clerk,
demands an affirmative
there is
Secretary of the
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
It Is a fact that the women folks do j Treasury McAdoo stated that if neces SAVES BIRDS IN
uiakiug pulitical capital.
On the other hand, it would be interesting to see the proof of this three i,et hold of a lot of things that nevt; sary to move the crops or relieve the
BATTLE WITH SNAKES Mora, of Cuba. N. M.,5 for the lot 1,
Sec. 21, and lots 4,
and 6, Sec. 16,
hundred million charge.
and money stringency five hundred million
Into
the
newspapers,
get
of
the
T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
If the party which was discharged as general superintendent
shouldn't,
by the way, but which at dollars would be issued. Las Cruces
3.
a
D.
In
amount
bat
Washington,
C, July
United States government, really did expend the unnecessary
conversa Citizen.
He names the following witnesses
tie to protect the song birds which
went. If the same time, make good
The
Tionie circle when the kids'
Use.
charged, let us know about it and endeavor to find out where it all
What's
in
tion
the
ad'
dwell ln the trees at her dooryard to prove his actual continuous
it. was just a bunk charge made for the purpose of getting votes, then let us
What Is the use of building road Mrs. .Tames M.
verse possession of said tract for
are not about and the circle is com
near
Wash
of
to
know
like
would
Cleary,
and
the
Is
all
too.
people
It
know that,
very interesting
unless they are kept up? This sub- ington, succeeded in killing three twenty years next preceding the sur
posed of two.
the facts about it.
You see the point?
ject was fully threshed out at the darge hlacksnakes,
each measuring vey of the township, viz:
American
of
benefit
the
for
the
this
question
Let the Democrats elucidate
Tranquilino Romer, Jose Andres
The thing can be carried a little time the money was raised to build tha more than six feet ln length.
people.
In her struggle vith the snakes Archibeque, Colso Sandoval, Felipe
n
farther, and a man should also tell his road across the big sand to the plains.
Yes he A', that time it was the general opin Mrs. Cleary was bruised and cut over Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
it does not take long for a man to get Into the spotlight in this country-N- wife everything he knows.
Ion that the road was to be properly
Any person who desires to protest
ji,er body by the threshing tails of the
one knew that there was such a man as MulhaU three days ago, and should, too. We might just as well
sustained and not allowed to run down, reptiles. She had just succeeded in against the allowance of said proof,
it is not unlikely that some Washington parties are now winning "there ain't be fair about this thing and make it New that roads are
being constructed killing the last of the snakes when her or who knows of any substantial rea
mutual, and there isn't any reason why
no such man."
one party to the matrimonial agree- from Roswell and other points it husband and neighbors came into the son under the law and regulations of
She fainted and physicians the interior department why such
On the other hand, when women get to voting in Illinois, they cannot ment should have any greater leeway would seem the height of folly to yard.
allow the road to be destroyed. Carls- were summoned to dress her hurts proof should not be allowed will be
make the politics in the Sucker State any more decayed than the men have than the other.
and revive her.
given an opportunity at the above- Yes, Virginia a woman phould tell bad Current.
made them.
e
o
The Secret
her husband all she knows, and vice
Mrs. Cleary was about her work mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
secret
of
is
here
Of
awkwardSt.
the
a
course,
to
wild
Right
no
in
a
is
she
when
versa.
bar
birds
preacher.
heard
the
says
marriage."
"Poverty
ness. It is
A girl commotion. She ran out and found and to offer erldence in rebuttal of
the minister is speaking theoretically.
who thinks about how she Is going to a huge blacksnake on one of the lower that submitted by claimant
We're Having Company.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
It's a mighty funny quality in hu- look when she extends her band will branches of a tree. With a hoe and
In Cincinnati, not an ice wagon has moved for a week on account of the
man nature which is universal the hold it out as stiff as a pump handle. pitchfork she dislodged the snakes.
Register.
etrlke. That must also necessitate a failure of movement in high baJls.
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have proved popular, convenient and absolutely
sale for American tourists. Hotels and the principal shops in all parts of the civilized worldaccept
them like actual money. Railways and steamship lines know they are as good cs cash, You
can caRh them without a personal introduction
at 50,000 banks. Atk for booklet.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
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INSURANCE
Fire,

Life, Accident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc
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Kinds.
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mur-murin-

filUF

PROOF.
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bow-wow-

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the Northwest Chicago,
Adirondack, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?
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Facts in Nature
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Oil centuries 't has been known that Nature's most valuable health eiv- K
in? aeenta for the cure of diseuse are found in our American forests.
t furtv vn.-ir-a
ami Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to the Invalid'
!l and Surgical Institute at Buffalo, N.Y., used the powdered extracts us well as
liquid extracts of native medicinal plants, such as Dloodroot and Queen's root,
len Seal and Stone root. Cherry bark and Mandrake, for the cure of blood
asea. This prescription as put up in liquid form was called
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claim to tne lann nhove rteperihetl.
l.snd granti and titles examined.
Mrs. G. M. Howe, Raton.
Vegetable
Leave
Santa Fe 3; 30 p. m. to con
before U. S. Commissioner, John Al- Santa Fe. N. IS., branch Office, Eitai
Mrs. Richard Cline, Raton.
pound and it made me a strong well wo- missed. The young boy in question the principal product moving east.
with No. 1 westbound, and
nect
stealin
folcommitted
I
the
thankful
that
having
crime,
man. I am very
exander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
W. Fisher, Pecos.
This shows the tendency of comNo. 2, eastbound, connecting at
cia, N. M.
I
shall ing several- articles from the house merce to find its way from the Atlantic
lowed my friend's advice and
that of her witnesses before the regL. Fernandez, Albuquerque.
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
build- to
recommend it as long as I live. Before and storing- under
Mrs. A. A. Woodworth, and two ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M
the Pacific and viceversa across
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
and Peros ValClovis
train
for
I took the Compound I was always ing, where they wer recovered. The the isthmus, and suggests what will sons, Albuquerque.
on August 11, 1913.
Dentist.
ley points.
sickly and now I have not had medicine toy confessed to the guilt.
Claimant names as witnesses:
canal is
Ed Irwin, Pecos.
when
Panama
the
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
happen
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
from a doctor for years. You may pubSheriff Hixenbaugh came down from
Returning,
E. M. Fenton, W. H. Rogers,
Coronado.
Rooms 1, 2 and S.
m.
lish my letter." Mrs. Edward B. Hu- Raton Sunday morning and took the opened.
Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs, Phone Red 6.
R. Rina, San Mateo.
mbert, Fleetwood, Pa.
rnsoner to Raton where he will await
N. M., and W. Garnet t, of Senorito,
M. Martinez, Taos.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to corn
Office Honrs 8 a. m. to I y.
N. M.
Such warning symptoms as sense of the action of the grand jury. Cimarnect with No. 7 westbound carL. Martin e, Taos.
And
by
Appointment
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
suffocation, hot flashes, headaches, back- ron News.
John T. Housen, Wilbur, Colo.
rying El Paso sleeper, alio No.
4 eastbound.
aches, dread of impending evil, timidity,
Aniceto Cruz, Las Vegas.
Register.
M. D.,
C. C.
sounds in the ears, palpitation of the RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
C. H. Hatcher, Tulsa, Okla.
Tonight and Friday fair, says the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
heart, sparks before the eyes, irreguDon't overlook the crave fact that weather man. That sounds good
T. C. Williams, Bland, N. M.
OBEY THAT IMPULSEI
PHYSICAN
m.
and SURGEON,
variable
appetite, rheumatism easily "settles In the since tomorrow is the day we celelarities, constipation,
of enduring the daily tor
Instead
Ralph Freelove, Sulphur Springs,
and
18-and
dizziness, heart," and disturbs
weakness
inquietude,
C. Keauz, City.
Laughlin Bldg. Calls Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conment of weak back, backache,
sore Rooms
the valvular ac- brate and in so doing most everynect with No. 8 eastbound, and
are promptly heeded by intelligent wo- tion. The cure consists In
most
P.
in
attended
of
H.
out
the
be
will
open
promply
Short, City.
day or night.
kidneys, swollen joints and rheumaremoving body
men who are approaching the period
No. 9 westbound.
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills bo tone the day.
Las
Joe
to
Villa,
Vegas.
that
tism,
take
impulse
obey
Foley's
when woman's great change may
to II a. m., 2 to 4 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m
was fair too, and warm,
B. Hovay, Las Vegas.
up and strengthen the kidneys that
Pills. They
John
with
arrive Santa Fe 12:30
Yesterday
Kidney
Returning,
be expected.
they keep the. blood free of poisons notice the word "warm," not "hot."
a. m.
nature, which accounts for their suc
Comand uric acid crystals, that cause The thermometer reached 85 degrees
It will not pay you to waste your
It will not pay you to waste your cess in all kidney and bladder disorLydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
pound invigorates and strengthens the rheumatism, swollen Joints, backache, at 4 p. m the hottest of the season time writing out your legal forms ders. They are healing, strengthen- time writing out your legil forms
female organism and builds np the weak- urinary irregularities and disturbed so far, but it was still some fifteen vlinn inn nan
t them nlreartv nrlnl. ing and tontc. Obey that impulse to- when you get them already printed
ened nervous system. It has carried heart action. Try them. The Capita or twenty degrees below other places ed at the New Mexican Printing com day and give them a chance to help at the New Mexican Printing Com- .
many women safely tbrottgh this crisis. Pharmacy.
that might be mentioned. The low- - pajur.
you. The Capital Pharmacy.
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OFFICIAL NEWS.

F. ANDREWS

Revenue Collections Increase.
Tlte collector of internal revenue,
Manuel B. Otero, reports collections
for the year ending June With, the
biggest in the history of the local ofincrease.
having
fice, a substuntiiil
been made in the n mount of corporation and special taxes collected.

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

I

""AliotheTcar ofhartaousTMPRESS

FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
to the boy or girl unpremiums, and besides this we are going to give
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
next highest a watch.
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the
and your neighbors to
mother
your
and
girls get busy get
Boys
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

Phone No. i

ANDREWS

PhoneNo-- 4
5:1

Now!

Prepare

I

HOSE

RUBBER

is the best that can
be produced. It is
made by the Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior

NON-KIN- K

ly

moulded

Para Rubber.

DANDY

7-P-

WRAPPED

LY

pure

HOSE

Red Color

and a Popular
Seller with
us for 5 years.
Fully Guaranteed and
an Extra Good
Quality.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

HSJE

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS USTOW

THE DE VARGAS
W. Q. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
compapered. Many private baths and all the
first-clahotel.
a
forts of
ss

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Pardon Asked for Chacon.
Governor McDonald 1ms received
several petitions from Albiuiiterone.
Las Vegas anil other places, asking
him to exercise his power and pardon V. M. Chacon of Las Vegas, the
associate editor of a Spanish paper,
La Voz del Pueblo, who was recently
sentenced to 30 days In jail for contempt, because of certain comments
he made In his paper regarding the
verdicts in certain cases in the district court at Las Vegas. The governor says that he has not made up his
mind on the matter yet, for the reason that a .stay has been granted In
the case until later in the month.
Ervien Gray Files Oath of Office.
Ervien Gray, appointed temporarily
as a mounted policeman has filed his
oath of office with the secretary of

H

N0NKINK

r

state.

represent exare carefully

Santa

Blk

-

TUITION FEES.
New Mexico.
One hour, dictation, for speed in
shorthand, (viva voce) ' $1.25.
One hour, dictation, any system,

(phonograph) $1.00.
Five hours, dictation, for speed in
shorfliand, one hour dally, (phonograph) $4.00.
Teaching, any one subject, per
hour $1.25.
Machine practice, or private letter
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
Per week, five hours daily, five days
week tuition $6.00.
Per month, five liours dally, five
days week, tuition $20.00.
Life scholarship for shorthand, type-

'

WWCO

ARE YOU?"

Are you tne chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle
Into his hand? Do you like the fragrance of July woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up in the clouds
In other words, are
snap you up tense and rigid like an electric shock? to Beacham
&
If so come down
a
sportsman?
you thoroughbred
and get your hunting outfit Their guns carry merit with every
fire every time and
discharge, their Winchester Leade shells are sure
their advice will save you needless expense and worry.
Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling.
Headquarters Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.
Mig-nard-

Your Reliable Hardware Store.

mm

writing, speUing $100.00.
Life scholarship for above, and any
and all commercial subjects, or ten of
the subjects named: Bookkeeping,
banking,
arithmetic,
advertising,
ciedit, science, civil service, commercial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
insurance, normal, public speaking,
renmanship, salesmanship, system,
voice culture $250.00.

THE
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Sure.

Fourth.
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EXERCISES

TO NIGHT

STATE

Chicago, July 3. Fifteen railroad
odiclals in all had surrendered and
had given bond today In connection
with the killing of George M. Scott
and Mis. Willis IC. Smith at Oak
Park June 22. Officers and directors
of the Metropolitan and West Side
Railroad company and the Aurora,
and Chicago Railway company
were held yesterday to the grand
jury charged with being criminally
negligent in failing to provide for the
safety of the public at the point where
a Metropolitan train struck Scott's
auto.
The officials who appeared today at
the state's attorney's office and surrendered were:
Paul D. Sexton, secretary of the
Metronolitan company; C. E. Flen- ner, D. J. Peffers, C. J. Jones and E.
C. Faber, directors of the Aurora,
and Chicago company.
Each was released under $5,000
bonds.

SUNDAY

WILL END
AT

Santa Fe will celebrate the

grand jury

i

THE

WITH
CAP-

ITOL.

El-sd- n

The closing day of the Slate Sunday
School Association slurted today with
unabated interest and increased attendance.
The program today was
carried out with the same exactness
and on schedule time, as have been
the preceding sessions.
The only section of the program yet
in the future as the New Mexican goes
to press is the exercises tonight in the
hall of representatives in the capitol.
the fact
Taking into consideration
that this evening borders so closely
on the Fourth of July, a patriotic
touch has been added that will be in
keeping with the occasion.
Gov. L. B. Prince will replace Governor McDonald in the introductory
remarks, due to the fact that the latter had to leave today for White Oaks
where he is on the celebration program at that place.
The corrected program for the exercises this evening is as follows:
Music by the Scottish Rite Choir.
"My Country 'Tis of Tliee," by audience and choir.
Now
Male Quartette "Remember
Thy Creator," Hhoades.
Baritone Solo and Chorus "Savior
When Night Involves the Sky," Shelley, Mr. R. L. Ormshee, soloist
Introductory remarks by

when the company thought was
may
but that the company
have been mistaken, and that another
time of year may have been better.
Manager Street said that he had
heard Peter Griffin, one of the experienced men of the company say that
once cleaned there would not be any
question as to the purity of the water
i.i the future, which was used from
the reservoir.
President Street said that the silt
itself was not deleterious. It was only
when the silt was mixed with other deposits that it might prove so. The
statement made in yesterday's paper
was a little misleading.
Referring td
the cleaning out of the reservoir, then
;i was that it would not be necessary
to do any more

cleaning.

Scrubbing

out the whole stream with a brush
vould be as unnecessary, because
with a clean reservoir the water would
'fci: clean.
Mr. Street did not deny
that there might be deleterious matter
in the silt but once the reservoir is
cleaned, and other precautions taken,
and the installathe use of
tion of the big gate, would prevent future sediments or deposits from collecting. Silt itself is not deleterious. The
silt that is now in the reservoir, once
removed, will not be followed by other
like deposits.
Alderman Lopez asked if tlje water
last August was from the reservoir, as
it had a bad odor. Mr. Owen replied
that it was.
President Street said that if the
had to be used this year the
same conditions would not arise, as
existed last year, as the same causes
did not now exist.

Mr. Reuehau asked that if there
were causes of complaint whether oi'
not it was the policy of the company
to remove such causes, also could the
company remove the silt.
Mr. Owen stated that the company
vould remove all causes and was now
working to do away with the silt.
Mr. Ilenehan asked if it was the
policy of the company to increase the
capacity or to add new storage capacity. He said: "You have bought
an area that is quite serviceable. Will
you use it?"
Manager Street said that they had
had surveys made for that purpose,
when the need arose to use other stor-

Salt Lake City, Utah, July 3. The
decree dissolving the Union Pacific
Southern Pacific merger, which was
received from St. Paul and filed here
late yesterday, will be entered on rec-crnext Monday morning in the United States district court, the original
court of jurisdiction. The suit of the
United States vs. the Union Pacific
Kailroad company and others was
filed here on February 1, 1908.

d

pur-rose-

i.

j

j

WALL STREET.
New York, July 3. Stock market
operations during the morning session were largely influenced by affairs abroad. The outbreak of serious
hostilities in the Balkans depressed
the foreign markets and American
stocks sold off in London. Traders
here took their cue from Europeans
who put out small lines of stock at
every opportunity.
Approach of the triple holiday reduced trading to nominal proportions
and after the Blight movement of the
first hour the market remained on a
,

dead level.
Bonds were steady.
Canadian Pacific showed
greater
weakness after midday but the remainder of the list was steadier. The
high condition revealed in the government's monthly report on cotton
infused a little more strength into
the Southern and Southwestern stocks
after the showing had produced lower prices for cotton futures.
Expectation of a large addition to
suruplus stocks coupled with unsettled
abundant
afforded
trade conditions
reason for the increased heaviness of
the copper shares. Their decline and
a fall in Union Pacific undermined
'the comparative steadiness of the list
in the early part- - of the afternoon.
Traders, however, did not put' out
much stock, prices yielding more from
inertia than from any effective selling.
The market closed steady. Extreme
the
prevailed all through
final hour with the day's total transactions falling to the lowest of the
y.ar. Some short covering was evident but the effect was offset by the
dragging tendency in some other

j
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MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

Ohio, July 3. Seven
Cincinnati,
ice plants seized yesterday
bj order of Mayor Henry T. Hunt
vere being operated today by the
hoard of health in an effort to relieve
the suffering caused by the strike of
engineers and firemen.
The plants were in charge of striking engineers and firemen who were
ordered to return to work by union of-i.clals under an agreement, made with
the mayor.
non-unio- n

1

.

j.J

SOME OF THE CHANGES
IN THE TARIFF BILL.
Washington, D. G July 3. The senate finance committee, considering the
tariff bill today amended the child
labor provision of the administrative
section so as to prohibit the entry
of goods manufactured "principally
by children under 14 years of age in
countries where there are no laws
regulating child labor."
This the committee believes will
not be an impediment nor result in
Most European
excessive protection.
regulacountries have child labor
tions, some of the Asiatic countries
being lax in such regulations.
Among rate changes were the following:
h
Bananas from 5c a bunch to
of one cent per pound; apparatus for printing books for the blind
woolplaced on free list; cotton aud
en stockings costing less than $1.20
a dozen, thirty per cent ad valorem
more than $1.20 a dozen fifty per
cent; cast iron pipes transferred to
free list: agate buttons reduced from25 to 15 per cent; automobilesiYided into three classes as follcyws:
Costing above $1,500 45 per cent;
costing less than $1,500 and more than
one-tent-

$1,000,

thirty per cent; costing

(

$1,000

or less fifteen per cent.
Chairman Simmons left today for
North Carolina on account of the
death of a granddaughter. Senator
James of Kentucky will act as chairman until he returns.
The

Albuquerque-Sant-

Fe and

a

re-

turn, road race will be worth coming
miles to see on July 4th.

INSURANCE

stocks.

ONE

TAKE

SERVIA

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

REPORTS LOSS OF
THE FAMILY JEWELS.
Long Branch, N. J., July 3. H. L.
Haas, a New York lawyer, reported to
the police today that jewels valued at
between $25,000 and $35,000 had been
stolen from his summer home here
last night during the absence of th
family.
WINCHELL RESIGNS.
St, Louis, Mo., July 3. Benjamin
F. Winchell resigned as receiver of
the St. Louis & San Francisco railroad
today.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
A new blacksmith shop will be
opened Monday, July 7th, at the corner of Water and Galisteo streets, by
J. A. Winans, an experienced and first
ciass mechanic.

point.
The proposition to enlarge the irrigating capacity of the water supply
vas conceded by all to be one that
would double the population of SStita
Fe in a few years.
Mr. Owen said that the company assured the committee that It wanted
to
for the welfare of Santa
1
Fe. He said that a lawyer, a mer
chant or even a telephone company
operating here could go abroad for
business but that the water company
had to look for business here in this
city, and therefore what hurt Safita
Fe hurt the water company.
Mr. Renehan said that the city had
outlined no policy, and had ordered an
investigation at the request of its

President Street asked if the company would have a chance to present
its case.
Mr. Renehan assured him
there
would be no snap judgment. The engineer's report would be completed in
about three months and that the council had issued no writ of condemnation
against the, water company.
After a further short talk the repreJUMPS FROM HOTEL
reWINDOW AND IS KILLED. sentatives of the water company sestired and the committee were In
St. Cloud, Minn., July 3. Ludwing
sion for a few moments longer before
Hamm, aged 32, a German composer,
adjournment.
and leader of a musical organization,
touring this company, jumped from
the second story of a hotel here today INJURED TWO WEEKS
AGO DIES TODAY.
and was instantly killed.
Illness, it is supposed,- - caused him
Denver, Colo., July 3. George H.
to become temporarily deranged.
Read, one of nine men inured June 21,
near Palmer Lake, when an automoCONFESSED, INDICTED;
bile truck overturned, died last night
BE SENTENCED JULY 11.
at a Denver hospital.
New York, July 3. William Beck,
the young repair clerk who confessed
PILLS
yesterday to the robbery, of $98,000 CHICHESTER
BRAND.
a
cv
worth of gems from the Fifth avenue
Ask year
jewelry firm of Udall and Ballou,
I'll In la Red and UI4 n.alllcV
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribboa. X
pleaded guilty today after the grand 1
Allot. ttnv mf Map
- V Tatb
I'ruwfftt. Ask for I'll
7jury indicted him for grand larceny
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for M
in the first degree. He was remand- Aw n years known as Bait, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLO BY nftWGISTS EVQttKHQtE
ed for sentence on Friday, July 11.

Embroidery Floss In White
and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C, Royal Society, and Princess.,
Linen, Art Center-piecesStamped
Scarfs, etc.

CINCINNATI IS
STILL IN THE
CUTS HIS THROAT
ICE BUSINESS
A
WITH
RAZOR

age.

Mr. Owen said that he had offered
to put the proposition up to the com
pany for a ten year contract to furnish water for 4000 acres at $4 per
acre, per annum, for irrigation
if such contract could be made.
President Street said that he rough
ly estimated that there was $20,000
worth of water furnished every year
for nothing, for irrigation.
Mr. Renehan called his attention,
however, to the acequia rights that
antedated those of the water company,
and therefore the estimate could not
be correct Mr. Street conceded the

3, 1913.

Best Assorted Line oi

Li-gi- n

34,000.

Yesterday's Session.
At the morning session yesterday
the following committees were appointed.
Resolutions
Rev. E .E. Mathes, of
Mesilla Park; Rev. T. M. Harwood of
Albuquerque, Mrs, Mollie P. Wright
of Clovis.
H.
Nominations
Mohn of Albu
querque, Mrs. L. L. Shields of Jemez
Springs, Rev. T. Z. Salazar of Wagon
i
Mound.
Time and place of next meeting
D. A. Porterfield of Albuquerque, Rev.
Leonidas Smith of Santa Fe, and Mrs.
C. B. Taylor of Raton.
Ways and Means Rev. H. P. Wil
liams of Albuquerque, Mrs. W. O. Oldham of Portales, Dr. J. H. Heald of
Albuquerque, W. O. Stockland of Sil
ver City, and Cooper of Raton.
The whole discussion of the morn
ing hinged on the Bible and it was
handed by very able papers by various
speakers, among them Rev. Dr. Bright,
Dr. Boyd and Rev. Jesse S. Moore.
Rev .C. O. Beckman of Albuquerque
not being present, Rev. Williams con- ducted the opening yesterday after
noon.
Problems of the Sunday School were
taken up in the afternoon and the
convention neara tne report oi tne
elementary department by Mrs. Oldham, the secondary department, by
Rev. Shinier; Handwork as a Help,"
by Mrs. Addison Hall; and the grading in the Sunday Schools, by Mrs.
Mollie P. Wrights,
interspeised by
many helpful suggestions by Rev. W.
C. Merritt.

MERGER DECREE
FILED TODAY
AT SALT LAKE

Antonio Romero, the young man
who was stabbed a few weeks ago,
and who was supposed to have been
temporarily insane, cut his throat last
night with a razor, and died shortly
afterwards. Romero lived on the canyon road near the electric light plant
in a house occupied by his mother,
Mrs. Seferine Rodriguez, and was '
found this morning, evidently having
OFFICIALS AND
A
COMMITTEE CONFER. committed the act last evening.
coroner's inquest is being conducted j
today by Judge Garcia.
(Continued from page one).

LOCAL ITEMS.

made. Bristles will not come out.
We buy thein direct from best importers. Zook's Pharmacy.
FOR RENT To gentlemen, furSols Agonti For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
nished room, all conveniences, in CapJoseph B.
All kinds of flowers, jarden & field seeds in bulk and packages ital City Bank building.
ALFALFA SEED.
Hayward, Mgr.
Lost, an Indiau hand bag, containFe
The only exclusive grain house in
ing money and railroad ticket. Finder will please return to New Mexican
office and receive reward.
F. Andrews and the Plaza Market
Phone
"-45- LEO
Give
will close at noon tomorrow.
us your orders early, we will not open again until Saturday morning.
It is of paramount importance when
you have a prescription filled that you
secure drugs of known strength and
purity. We fill your prescriptions
with the best drugs- and chemicals.
Zook's Pharmacy.
Santa Fe
New Enterprise The
Lumber and Transfer company has
entirely reorganized and today they
tell you how to save time and money
by consulting their ad. Building material, coal, wood, transfer and stor
age are some of the specialties. See
new ad today.

45

S.

DAY OF

'

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

HERSCH

CLOSING

Texas Man Missing.
The mounted police have a letter
from Mrs. F. R. Ives, in which she
reports the disappearance of her hus
lves is
band from Higgins, Texas,
described as being a tall, slender man,
with blue eyes and black hair turning gray, clean shaven and about 40
years old though looking younger.
Has very crooked teeth, and one of
the last places that he was heard
L. B. Prince.
from was Miami, Texas. The mountTenor Solo and Chorus "Jerusalem
matter.
ed police are looking into the
the Golden," Mr. O. E. Schofield, soloist.
GrineKs Saddle Found.
Address "The Sunday School and
Tom Tucker, of the mounted police Our Country," by Rev. F. 3. McCon-nell- ,
has found the saddle owned by John
D. D., Denver, Colo., bishop of
Griner, who disappeared near Tula-ros- the Methodist Episcopal church.
and was afterwards located at
Soprano Solo and Male Quartette
It is "Love Divine," Miss Jessie P. Carroll,
his mother's home in Kansas.
thought that Griner was thrown from soloist.
his horse and that his mind may have
Address by William Shaw, of Boston,
He Mass., general secretary of the United
been temporarily unbalanced.
made no report of his whereabouts, Society of Christian Endeavor.
his horse was found at one place and
"Blest Be the Tirf That Binds," by
his saddle at another.
the audience.
Additional registration of delegates
since the list printed yesterday is as
follows:
L. Fernandez, Raton.
A. A. Blickenstaif, Solano.
at
Arrange to spend the Fourth
Mrs. A. A. Woodworth, Albuquerque.
Santa Fe.
Harold Woodworth, Albuquerque.
FOR RENT Desirable suite office
J. S. Yount, Albuquerque.
rooms in Capital City Bank building.
C. A. Wilwarth and wife, AlbuquerJoseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
que.
fresh
Home Grown Strawberries,
David R. Boyd and wife,, Albuquerevery day at Andrews.
que.
The Booner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe
Miss Cassa Flowers, Moriarty.
and cake box tobacco, the sooner you
Rev. Jesse S. Moore, East Las
Zook's
satisfaction.
will have
pipe
Vegas.
I'harmacy.
Rev. W. E. Warren, Albuquerque.
Woman's
Not Meet The
Will
Rev. E. A. Temple, Amarillo, Texas,
Guild will not meet tomorrow at the
Charles Hewett. Albuquerque.
regular session on account of the
J. A. Wood mid wife, East Las
Fourth of July celebration.
The Fixit Shop has moved from egas.
Rev. Merrit reported 642 schools
the corner of Galisteo and Water
with
an enrollment of 14,535, an averwhere
315
to
San Francisco
stre' ,ii
of 88 to the school, average atthey will be better able than ever to age
serve their patrons and especially so- tendance 99.59 per cent; 1481 officers
and teachers; 57 schools graded, 35
licit trade in their line.
Decision day with 568 adobserved.
FOR SALE All kinds of building ditions. There are home
departments
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
in 30 schools, with 626 members, 50
WANTED A motherless, homeless cradle rolls with
1124
members.
American boy of fifteen desires em There are 29 teachers
training classSt.
vacation.
Inquire
ployment during
es, and 111 using the uniform lesson
Michael's College.
leaf and 22 the graded leaflet. There
Fair and Carnival A street fair was no specific report from 365
and carnival will be held next week schools, but using an average of 35
under the auspices of Guadalupe the membership would be 32,785, with
church. The show will be a clean an average attendance of 22,334. Addone and of interest, to all those who ing the home department and cradle
like to attend that class of
roll it makes a grand total of over
Our toBth brushes
treme values. They
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The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

I

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOR)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies,goed!protection

Cut Flowers

Wedding Boquets.
Designs and Floral Decorations.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN

-

Phone 12.

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineer.
ing, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engi--

i

netting.

'

ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
ilwhere the various metallurgical processes are
Its
for
famed
water
salubrious
climate;
lustrated;
good dormitory accommodations at low cost

(

purity;
etc.

For full Information,

or catalogue, address

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
if

i

